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ABSTRACT
Segmentation and crustal accretion at oceanic transform fault systems are
investigated through a combination of geophysical data analysis and geodynamical and
geochemical modeling. Chapter 1 examines the effect of fault segmentation on the
maximum predicted earthquake magnitude of an oceanic transform fault system. Results
of thermal modeling suggest that fault segmentation by intra-transform spreading centers
(ITSC) drastically reduces the available brittle area of a transform fault and thus limits
the available earthquake rupture area. Coulomb stress models suggest that long ITSCs
will prohibit static stress interaction between segments of a transform system and further
limit the maximum possible magnitude of a given transform fault earthquake. In Chapter
2, gravity anomalies from a global set of oceanic transform fault systems are investigated.
Surprisingly, negative residual mantle Bouguer gravity anomalies are found within fast-
slipping transform fault domains. These gravity observations suggest a mass deficit
within fast-slipping transform faults, which may result from porosity variations, mantle
serpentinization, and/or crustal thickness variations. Two-dimensional forward modeling
and the correlation of the negative gravity anomalies to bathymetric highs indicate crustal
thickness excesses in these locations. Finally, in Chapter 3, mantle thermal and melting
models for a visco-plastic rheology are developed to investigate the process of mantle
melting and crustal accretion at ITSCs within segmented transform faults, and are applied
to the Siqueiros transform fault system. Models in which melt migrates into the
transform fault domain from a large region of the mantle best explain the gravity-derived
crustal thickness variations observed at the Siqueiros transform. Furthermore, a mantle
potential temperature of 1350'C and fractional crystallization at depths of 9 - 15.5 km
best explain the major element composition variation observed at the Siqueiros transform.
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INTRODUCTION
The global mid-ocean ridges are segmented by more than 120 transform fault
systems. These transform fault systems are critical for accommodating the geometry of
the ridge system as well as crustal accretion. The primary focus of this Ph.D. thesis is
the investigation of oceanic transform faults using a multidisciplinary approach. Chapter
1 explores the seismicity of oceanic transform faults and examines the relationship
between fault segmentation and earthquake rupture. Chapter 2 utilizes residual mantle
Bouguer gravity anomaly (RMBA) calculations, 3D thermal models, and 2D forward
models to investigate the structure of a global set of transform faults. Finally, in Chapter
3, I develop combined geodynamical and geochemical models to constrain melt generation
and extraction at segmented transform fault systems. Below, I present a brief description
of each of these studies and their primary conclusions.
In Chapter 1, I combine Coulomb static stress models with available geological and
seismicity data to illustrate the importance of fault segmentation in models of earthquake
interaction at oceanic transform faults. The 2D thermal models demonstrate that fault
segmentation decreases the maximum magnitude of earthquakes by decreasing the brittle
area thus limiting the fault rupture of the transform fault system [Gregg et al., 2006].
Coulomb static stress models are used to explore whether adjacent fault segments behave
independently of each other, and how their stress interaction depends on their offset
distance. I find that, if intra-transform spreading centers are sufficiently long, adjacent
transform fault segments will be decoupled and behave independently of each other. I
also demonstrate the likelihood of stress interaction between strike-slip earthquakes and
normal faults at nearby spreading centers. These findings are important for understanding
the seismic budget of oceanic transform faults.
In Chapter 2, I analyze 3D gravity anomalies for 19 oceanic transform fault
systems globally. By evaluating transform faults from several mid-ocean ridge systems
using 3D gravity inversions, 3D thermal models, and 2D forward models, I show that
there is systematic variation in the gravity signature of oceanic transform faults as a
function of their slip rate [Gregg et al., 2007b]. The spreading-rate dependency of the
gravity anomalies is especially evident at fast-slipping transform faults where I find more
negative RMBA values in comparison to the adjacent ridge axes. All previous studies of
slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges have shown more positive RMBA values within the
transform fault domain instead, indicating crustal thinning at the end of ridge segments and
focused crustal accretion at ridge segment centers [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al.,
1990]. Based on 2D forward models and available geological data, I propose that the
negative RMBA values observed at fast-slipping transform faults indicate that fast-
slipping systems have excess magma supply and increasing crustal production within the
transform fault domain. These findings directly contradict the classic models of crustal
accretion at mid-ocean ridges and require further investigation to determine the source of
the negative RMBA at fast-slipping transform faults.
In the final chapter of my thesis, I look at the process of mantle melting and melt
extraction at fast-slipping transform faults in an effort to explain the findings of increased
crustal accretion at these systems [Gregg et al., 2007b]. I combine thermal models of
segmented ridge-transform-ridge systems with fractional melting [Kinzler and Grove,
1992b; a; 1993] and fractional crystallization models [Yang et al., 1996]. The melt
migration model of Sparks and Parmentier [1991] is used to investigate the source region
of intra-transform spreading centers and examine two end-member melt aggregation
models of wide vs. narrow melt pooling regions. I apply these models to the specific case
of Siqueiros transform fault on the East Pacific Rise where there has been extensive
geological and geophysical mapping [Fornari et al., 1989; Carbotte and Macdonald, 1992;
Gregg et al., 2007b], as well as sampling via dredge and Alvin dives [Perfit et al., 1996;
Hays et al., 2004]. Our findings suggest that in order to explain the estimated crustal
thicknesses indicated by the RMBA calculated at Siqueiros, melt must be pooled from
large distances into the transform fault domain. Furthermore, we find that a mantle
potential temperature of 1350C and fractional crystallization at depths of 9-15.5 km best
fits the geochemical observations at the Siqueiros transform fault system [Perfit et al.,
1996; Hays, 2004]. These melt migration models provide us with first-order insights into
the geological processes that may be occurring at the Siqueiros transform fault.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The research contained in this thesis is a starting point for the development of
many exciting projects for the coming years. In the future, I plan to extend my
investigation to study several first-order geological processes.
Coulomb stress modeling is an invaluable tool for estimating static stress transfer
following an earthquake or diking episode and determining likely locations for subsequent
events [e.g., King et al., 1994]. As part of this thesis, I successfully used stress models to
illustrate earthquake interaction at oceanic transform faults and the stress interaction
between strike-slip earthquakes and normal faults at nearby spreading centers [Gregg et
al., 2006]. It has also been suggested that stress transfer due to tectonic events can
stimulate interactions between volcanoes and earthquakes. In particular, recent research
on Hawaii has illustrated striking correlations between dike intrusions and earthquake
occurrence at Mauna Loa [Walter and Amelung, 2004; 2006; Amelung et al., 2007;
McGovern, 2007]. These techniques can also be applied to understanding continental
rifting; specifically, what is the stress interaction between dike injection during rifting
change and subsequent faulting events? For example, temporal and spatial seismicity
patterns along the East African Rift system indicate that there is ongoing stress
interaction between adjacent rift segments via diking and faulting events [Aronovitz et al.,
2007]. Increasing our understanding of how earthquakes and volcanoes interact in settings
such as Hawaii and Africa is also important for aiding our ability to assess future hazards,
which is a direction I plan to pursue.
The spreading rate dependence of mid-ocean ridge morphology is widely
observed. Typical slow-spreading ridges are characterized by axial valleys and large
topographic variations, whereas fast-spreading ridges are generally associated with axial
highs and smoother topography [Macdonald, 1983]. However, in many locations it
appears that magma supply may play an even greater role in controlling the ridge
morphology than spreading rate. This paradox remains one of the first-order problems in
understanding the dynamics of mid-ocean ridges. For example, the Cleft segment of the
Juan de Fuca Ridge north of the 350 km-long Blanco transform fault has the morphology
of a fast-spreading ridge and is thought to be magmatically robust, while the Gorda ridge
to the south of Blanco, which is also spreading at a rate of 5.8 cm/yr, exhibits an axial
valley typical of a slow-spreading ridge and is considered magmatically starved [Embley
and Wilson, 1992; Hooft and Detrick, 1995]. Other examples include two adjacent
segments at -180S on the fast-spreading East Pacific Rise separated by a small non-
transform discontinuity [Sinton et al., 2002] and adjacent segments at -114 0 E along the
intermediate spreading South East Indian Ridge (SEIR), which are separated by a 100
km-long transform fault [Cochran and Sempere, 1997; Buck et al., 2005; Gregg et al.,
2007b]. Not only is the apparent decrease in magma budget visible in the morphology of
these ridge segments, it is also observed in seismic and gravity data [Hooft and Detrick,
1995] as well as in the major and trace element geochemistry of lavas from these settings
[Rubin and Sinton, 2007]. At present it is unclear why adjacent segments spreading at the
same rate are in such stark contrast to each other, and our current understanding of the
physics behind mid-ocean ridge spreading does not fully address this problem. Possible
explanations may include thermal effects due to ridge offsets, regional tectonics, mantle
flow variations, mantle buoyancy [Buck et al., 2005], and mantle source heterogeneities. I
plan to explore this research direction in the future.
In chapter 3 of this thesis I have developed techniques for coupling geodynamical
and geochemical models, which can be constrained by geochemical and geophysical data to
examine the driving forces governing the magma budget of a ridge segment and the
resultant ridge morphology and geochemistry. These models can be further developed by
accounting for the effect of fractional melting and crystallization on the trace element
composition of extruded lavas at mid-ocean ridges. As part of my thesis work, we have
made significant advancements in understanding geodynamical models by coupling them
with fractional melting [Kinzler and Grove, 1992a, b; 1993] and fractional crystallization
models [Yang et al., 1996]. Incorporation of trace elements into these models will further
strengthen their capabilities and provide another independent variable for comparison
with geochemical observations, a direction that I am interested in exploring in
collaboration with geochemist colleagues.
Hydrated oceanic lithosphere is an important component of the subduction zone
system. It is widely accepted that water plays a fundamental role in the processes of
mantle melting and, subsequently, arc volcanism in the subduction setting. However,
very little is known about the actual water budget available from hydration of the oceanic
lithosphere. Two popular models for oceanic lithosphere hydration include: 1) the
serpentinization of the upper lithosphere at oceanic transform faults and fracture zones;
and 2) hydration of the upper mantle to depths of 40 km at large-scale normal faults
flanking the outer rise (thought to be the result of the bending of the slab as it subducts)
[Hacker et al., 2003]. However, it is unclear whether these two mechanisms are viable
and if so, how much water is locked into hydrous phases within the down-going plate at
these locations. This is another direction for future exploration.
During my thesis work, I have become increasingly interested in the effects of
lithospheric hydration as a way to explain negative gravity anomalies found within fast-
slipping oceanic transform faults [Gregg et al., 2007b] as well as seismic moment deficits
observed at many oceanic transform faults [Boettcher and Jordan, 2004]. In the past
couple of years we have developed several 3D thermal models for various transform fault
geometries and mantle rheologies [Behn et al., 2007; Gregg et al., 2007a], as well as the
inclusion of hydrous phase stability fields to assess localized hydration [Roland et al.,
2007]. A powerful result of these modeling efforts is the ability to estimate water
budgets expected from oceanic transform faults of varying spreading rate and geometry.
The next step in these calculations is to look at hydration in the inactive fracture zones
and explore the dehydration of these sections of the oceanic lithosphere as they are
incorporated at subduction zones at settings such as the Chile Triple Junction or the
Blanco Fracture Zone.
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CHAPTER 1: Segmentation of transform systems on the East Pacific Rise:
Implications for earthquake processes at fast-slipping oceanic transform
faults
ABSTRACT
Seven of the eight transform systems along the equatorial East Pacific Rise from
12°N to 150S have undergone extension due to reorientation of plate motions and have
been segmented into two or more strike-slip fault strands offset by intratransform
spreading centers (ITSCs). Earthquakes recorded along these transform systems both
teleseismically and hydroacoustically suggest that segmentation geometry plays an
important role in how slip is accommodated at oceanic transforms. Results of thermal
calculations suggest that the thickness of the brittle layer of a segmented transform fault
could be significantly reduced by the thermal effect of ITSCs. Consequently, the potential
rupture area, and thus maximum seismic moment, is decreased. Using Coulomb static
stress models, we illustrate that long ITSCs will prohibit static stress interaction between
transform segments and limit the maximum possible magnitude of earthquakes on a given
transform system. Furthermore, transform earthquakes may have the potential to trigger
seismicity on normal faults flanking ITSCs.
Published as P. M. Gregg, J. Lin, and D. K. Smith, Segmentation of transform systems on the East Pacific
Rise: Implications for earthquake processes at fast-slipping oceanic transform faults. Geology, v. 34, no. 4,
p. 289-292, 2006.
INTRODUCTION
Segmented transform systems are composed of several fault strands offset by short
ridges or rifts referred to as intra-transform spreading centers (ITSCs) (Menard and
Atwater, 1969; Searle, 1983; Pockalny et al., 1997), where active seafloor spreading and
crustal accretion are occurring (Fornari et al., 1989; Hekinian et al., 1992; Perfit et al.,
1996). Along the equatorial East Pacific Rise between 15'S and 12°N (Fig. 1), the
Siqueiros, Quebrada, Discovery, Gofar, Yaquina, Wilkes, and Garrett transform systems
have all undergone transtension due to changes in plate motions, and each of these
transforms is segmented by at least one ITSC (Searle, 1983; Fornari et al., 1989;
Lonsdale, 1989; Goff et al., 1993; Pockalny et al., 1997). The Clipperton transform
system has undergone several periods of transpression (Pockalny, 1997), and is the only
unsegmented transform system along the equatorial East Pacific Rise.
The global deficiency of seismic moment release on oceanic transform systems has
led researchers to hypothesize that a significant portion of oceanic transform slip is
accommodated aseismically (e.g., Boettcher and Jordan, 2004). However, global
seismicity studies have yet to consider the prevalence of transform fault segmentation.
Dziak et al. (1991) observed that earthquake sizes generally correlate with the lengths of
individual fault segments at the Blanco transform fault. Our observations of earthquakes
recorded on East Pacific Rise transform faults indicate that segmentation is an important
factor influencing rupture of large earthquakes at oceanic transforms. While it has been
shown that segmentation and fault steps play an important role in controlling the
earthquake behavior of continental strike-slip faults (e.g., Harris and Day, 1993), the
influence of segmentation and ITSCs on earthquake processes at an oceanic transform
system has not been studied in detail.
In this paper, we use teleseismically and hydroacoustically recorded seismicity data
from the equatorial East Pacific Rise and Coulomb static stress models to explore the
effect of ITSCs on static stress interaction between transform fault segments. We
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Figure 1. Regional map of the equatorial EPR showing large transform and non-
transform offsets. Segmentation geometry is included based on previous geological
mapping of the transform systems (e.g., Fornari et al., 1989; Lonsdale, 1989). Inset:
Regional map showing location of the full array of NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental
Laboratory hydrophones.
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Figure 2. Comparison of estimated areas of brittle lithosphere using a one-dimensional,
steady-state lithosphere cooling model (McKenzie, 1969) for the Clipperton (B) and
Siqueiros (C) transforms. A: The 90 km Clipperton transform system (X-X') and the 150
km Siqueiros transform system (Y-Y'), which is broken into five major segments S1, S2,
S3, S4, and S5 separated by four ITSCs SA, SB, SC, and SD (Fornari et al.,1989). B:
Calculated area of brittle lithosphere for temperatures <600 8C (shaded region) for the
Clipperton transform. C: Comparison of the calculated areas of brittle lithosphere for the
Siqueiros transform for a model of unsegmented geometry (area above the dotted line)
versus a model consisting of five individual segments offset by steady-state ITSCs
(shaded area).
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investigate whether adjacent fault segments can behave independently of one another,
and how the interaction between segments depends on their offset distance.
TRANSFORM SEGMENTATION
Segmentation of the transtensional transform systems at the equatorial East Pacific
Rise has resulted in individual strike-slip fault strands with lengths of 18-89 km, with an
average of -37 km. The ITSCs separating the fault strands have lengths of 5-20 km, with
an average length of -11 km. Fresh lavas collected from the ITSCs within the Siqueiros
and Garrett transforms (Hekinian et al., 1992; Perfit et al., 1996) indicate that ITSCs are
magmatically active, implying that the regions beneath them are hotter, and thus the
lithospheric plate is thinner than the surrounding domains. To explore the effect of
segmentation on the transform fault thermal structure, we use a half-space steady-state
lithospheric cooling model (McKenzie, 1969; Abercrombie and Ekstrom, 2001). The
temperature within the crust and mantle, T, is defined as T = Tmerf[y(2Ct)Y-/ 2], where Tm is
the mantle temperature at depth, assumed to be 13000 C; y is the depth; K is the thermal
diffusivity, assumed to be 1,026 m2s'; and t is the age of the lithosphere obtained by
dividing distance from the ridge axis by half the spreading rate.
Figure 2 compares the calculated areas of brittle deformation, defined as regions with
calculated temperatures < 6000C, for the geometries of the Clipperton and Siqueiros
transform systems. The calculated area under the 600 oC isotherm for the Clipperton
transform fault is 326 km2, compared to 710 km2 for a model of a single unsegmented
fault with the cumulative length of the Siqueiros transform system. When the actual
segmentation geometry of the Siqueiros transform system is considered, however, the
integrated area of the calculated brittle deformation region is decreased by -60% to 277
km2.
Seismic moment (Mo), which reflects the energy released by an earthquake, is a
function of the rupture area of the fault. Specifically, Mo = G x D x S, where G is the
shear modulus, estimated to be 27 GPa from seismic velocities (Canales et al., 2003), D
is the average slip, and S is the estimated brittle area. The resulting moment magnitude is
Mw = (2/3) x log(Mo) -10.73. For a model of constant stress drop during pure strike-slip
earthquakes, Mo = (n7/2) x Ao x w x S, where Ao is the earthquake stress drop, and w is
the fault width, estimated from S divided by fault length (Stein and Wysession, 2003).
Curves in Figure 3 show the predicted earthquake magnitudes for a given fault area,
assuming models of constant fault slip (Fig. 3A) or constant stress drop (Fig. 3B) during
earthquakes. Earthquakes recorded teleseismically as listed in the Harvard Centroid-
Moment Tensor (CMT) catalog were relocated to a specific transform segment using
hydroacoustically recorded earthquakes, which have smaller location errors (<6 km) (Fox
et al., 2001). The maximum earthquake magnitudes observed on each of the transform
fault segments at the equatorial East Pacific Rise from 1996 to 2001 are plotted in Figure
3. Assuming the complete rupture of a given individual fault segment, we can estimate
the amount of slip or the stress drop for a given earthquake. For example, the largest
earthquake observed on the Clipperton transform has a Mw of 6.6 (Fig. 3). If the entire
brittle area of Clipperton (326 km2) was ruptured during this earthquake, the estimated
average slip is 1 m, or the estimated average stress drop is 53 bar or 5.3 MPa.
COULOMB STRESS CALCULATIONS
Evidence for potential earthquake interactions along oceanic transform faults has
been noted in several investigations (e.g., Toda and Stein, 2000; Bohnenstiehl et al.,
2002, 2004; McGuire et al., 2002; Forsyth et al., 2003). We utilize the methods of King
et al. (1994) and Toda et al. (1998) to calculate how static stress from a moderate-sized
earthquake is transferred to adjacent faults, and assess the likelihood of rupturing
multiple transform segments during a single earthquake. According to Coulomb failure
criteria, when an earthquake occurs on a source fault, changes in Coulomb failure stress
(Aof) on a receiver fault are expressed as Aof = A~s + p' x Auo, where A-rs and Aon are
changes in shear and normal stresses, on the receiver fault, and pt' is the apparent friction
coefficient adjusted for the pore pressure effect (King et al., 1994).
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Figure 3. A: The predicted maximum moment magnitude, Mw, of earthquakes (curved
lines) for a given transform segment area and a constant slip of 0. 1, 0.3, and 1.0 m. The
calculations assume that the earthquake ruptures the entire transform segment. Black
dots mark the observed maximum Mw recorded on the transform segments of the
equatorial East Pacific Rise. The rightmost data point, Mw = 6.6, corresponds to the
Clipperton transform. B: The predicted maximum Mw assuming a constant stress drop of
transform earthquakes of 1, 10, and 100 bar.
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Figure 4. Schematic models showing the geometry of two transform segments bisected
by a single ITSC of variable length, L. The source earthquake is located on the bottom
right transform segment with its left edge located at a distance, d, from the ITSC-
transform intersection. The source earthquake is assumed to be a strike-slip event on a
vertical plane parallel to the transform segment. A: A scenario in which the receiver fault
is a strike-slip fault located on the top left transform segment, which is assumed to have
the same dip, strike, and rake as the source earthquake. B: A scenario in which the
receiver fault is a normal fault located along the ITSC, which is assumed to have a dip of
608 and is parallel to the ITSC.
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We consider a simple geometry in which two adjacent transform segments are offset
by an ITSC of variable length, L, for two scenarios assuming the receiver faults are either
strike-slip events along the adjacent transform segment (Fig. 4A) or normal-faulting
events located along the ITSC (Fig. 4B). The rupture size for the source earthquake in
both cases is varied to reflect typical earthquake magnitudes observed along the
segmented transforms of the equatorial East Pacific Rise.
For the first scenario, the calculated maximum change in static stress, I Aor II,
transferred to the receiver fault is plotted versus L for Mw = 5.0, 5.5, and 6.0 (Fig. 5). As
the separation distance between the two transform segments increases, the predicted
maximum induced Coulomb stress change on the receiver fault decreases. For example, if
Mw = 6.0, d = 0 km, and L is increased from 5 to 15 km, the calculated I I AoI I I decreases
from 1.35 bar to 0.25 bar (Fig. 5A). The proximity of the earthquake to the ITSC-
transform intersection (ITI) is also very important: the closer the source earthquake is
located to the ITI (i.e., smaller d), the greater the predicted maximum Coulomb stress
change on the receiver fault (Fig. 5). For example, if Mw - 6.0, L = 5 km, and d is
increased from 0 to 10 km, the calculated IIArdl decreases from 2.5 bars to 0.1 bars.
Previous studies have shown statistically significant correlations between regions of
seismicity rate changes following continental strike-slip earthquakes and areas of
calculated stress changes > 0.2-1.0 bars (Toda et al., 1998).
In the second scenario (Fig. 6), for Mw > 5.0, a source earthquake with relatively
small d is calculated to cause significant Coulomb static stress increases on ITSC parallel
secondary normal faults. Such Coulomb stress changes correspond to a decrease in
normal confining pressure across the ITSC axis, which may result in triggering of normal
faulting earthquakes or magmatic diking events along the ITSCs. The predicted
Coulomb stress changes on secondary normal faults along the ITSC are a strong function
of the location of the source earthquake. For example, if Mw = 6.0 and d is increased
from 5 to 10 km, the calculated I Ad I decreases from 2.5 bars to 0.5 bar.
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Figure 5. Calculated maximum Coulomb stress changes on a secondary strike-slip
receiver fault caused by a strike-slip source earthquake (geometry shown in Fig. 4A) for
source earthquake Mw 5 6.0, 5.5, and 5.0. Note that the vertical scale is different for each
panel. All stress calculations were carried out using a three-dimensional boundary-
element model, Coulomb 2.6 (Toda et al., 1998), assuming that both the source and
receiver faults extend to a depth of 5 km. For each Coulomb calculation, we used a
Young's modulus of 62.5 GPa, a Poisson's ratio of 0.25, an apparent friction coefficient,
m9, of 0.4 (e.g., King et al., 1994), and a tapered slip distribution. Stresses are sampled
on a horizontal plane at a depth of 2 km. The maximum change in Coulomb stress is
taken directly from the point on the receiver fault where Coulomb stress reaches a
maximum value. Calculations were carried out for L 5 1 to 20 km and d 5 0, 2.5, 5, and
10 km. ITSC.
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Figure 6. Calculated maximum Coulomb stress changes on a secondary normal receiver
fault along the ITSC caused by a strike-slip source earthquake on the adjacent transform
segment with geometry shown in Figure 4B. The maximum change in Coulomb stress is
taken from the point on the ITSC where Coulomb stress reaches a maximum value. The
results shown are for calculations assuming a tapered slip distribution along the source
earthquake.
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Figure 7. Coulomb stress models for a teleseismically recorded earthquake (Mw = 5.7,
26 April 2001) on the Siqueiros transform system. Earthquake location is shown by
white star on each panel. A: Location map shows the segmentation geometry of
Siqueiros. Outlined region indicates area investigated in B, C, and D. B: Bathymetric
map overlain by the geologic interpretations (thin white lines) of Fornari et al. (1989).
White circles indicate the locations of the 170 aftershocks. C: Calculated Coulomb static
stress changes on secondary strike-slip receiver faults with the same dip, strike, and rake
as the source earthquake. Source fault parameters from Harvard CMT focal mechanism:
strike = 263', dip = 810, and scalar moment = 4.49 x 1024 dyne-cm. We assume rupture
length = 5 km, width = 5 km and slip = 0.36 m. We used a tapered slip distribution and
stresses were sampled on a horizontal plane at a depth of 2 km. Fox et al. (2001)
estimates a lower threshold for earthquakes recorded within the hydrophone array of Mb
= 1.0-1.8. The first 45 aftershocks (shown as white circles) occurred within 10 hours of
the mainshock and fall along fault segment S3. The 0.15 bar and 0.05 bar contours are
shown as solid black lines. We observe that -31% of the first 45 aftershocks occurred in
regions with stress increases > 0.15 bars, and -56% in areas with stress increases > 0.05
bars. D: Calculated Coulomb static stress changes on secondary normal faults dipping
600 and parallel to the ITSC SB. The later 125 aftershocks (shown as white circles)
correspond well with predictions of increased normal stress thus suggesting that they
might be associated with normal receiver faults. We observe that -63% of the latter 125
aftershocks occurred in regions with stress increases > 0.15 bars, and - 90% occurred in
areas with stress increases > 0.05 bars.
EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE STRESS INTERACTION
Hydroacoustic monitoring of the EPR (Fox et al., 2001) has allowed us to investigate
several moderate sized earthquakes to determine the role of transform segmentation in
earthquake processes. Here, we have chosen one Mw = 5.7 teleseismically recorded
earthquake that occurred in April 2001 along the S3 segment of the Siqueiros transform
fault, which appears to have triggered seismicity on the S2 segment as well as on the
ITSC SB (Fig. 7). Coulomb stress models were calculated using the source earthquake
focal mechanism recorded in the Harvard CMT catalog, and the earthquake source
location was taken from the hydroacoustic earthquake catalog.
The mainshock ruptured the 24-km long S3 fault segment -10 km from its
intersection with the 8 km-long ITSC SB. Approximately 170 aftershocks were recorded
hydroacoustically within 24 hr and 50 km of the epicenter of the mainshock. The first 45
aftershocks (Fig. 7C) occurred along the fault segment S3 within 10 hr of the mainshock,
and were spatially truncated by the ITSCs SB and SC. These aftershock locations
correspond well with areas of predicted static stress increase along the source fault and on
secondary strike-slip receiver faults along segment S3. Furthermore, the termination of
the aftershocks east of the source fault at ITSC SC agrees with predicted estimates for
segment interaction.
The subsequent 125 aftershocks (Fig. 7D) occurred on ITSC SB and the eastern end
of the adjacent fault segment S2. The static stress models assuming transform-parallel
strike-slip receiver faults do not predict this pattern of seismicity (Fig. 7C). Geologic
interpretations of Siqueiros transform by Fornari et al. (1989) indicate several ITSC-
parallel faults flanking ITSC SB to the east, west, and north (Fig. 7B). As the latter 125
aftershock locations correspond well with areas of increased Coulomb stress for normal
receiver faults, we hypothesize that these aftershocks might be associated with triggered
seismicity on the normal faults mapped by Fornari et al. (1989). The ITSC parallel
tectonic fabric was created by ITSCs SA and SB, which appear to have slow-spreading
ridge morphology (Fornari et al., 1989); this may account for the development of
seismically active normal faults. Another possibility is that these aftershocks may reflect
a diking event near ITSC SB resulting from mainshock-triggered decreases in confining
pressure. Dynamic stress changes might also trigger aftershocks, but are difficult to
evaluate due to the lack of detailed mainshock rupture models.
CONCLUSIONS
Detailed analysis of earthquakes on transform systems at the EPR suggests that
segmentation geometry plays an important role in how slip is accommodated at fast-
slipping oceanic transforms. Results of Coulomb stress models suggest that the length of
the ITSC that offsets two transform fault strands will determine whether the adjacent
fault segments will interact by static stress transfer. If the ITSC is sufficiently long, the
adjacent segments will be decoupled and behave independently of each other. This is
particularly important in studies of earthquakes at oceanic transforms since a long
oceanic transform system, could be composed of several decoupled fault segments.
Moreover, we illustrate that the thermal effect of ITSCs may reduce the thickness of the
brittle layer, thus decreasing the potential rupture area and the maximum seismic moment
of an oceanic transform fault system. Finally, we suggest that transform earthquakes may
have the potential to trigger seismicity on secondary normal faults flanking ITSCs.
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CHAPTER 2: Spreading rate dependence of gravity anomalies along oceanic
transform faults
ABSTRACT
Mid-ocean ridge morphology and crustal accretion are known to depend on the
spreading rate of the ridge. Slow-spreading mid-ocean ridge segments exhibit significant
crustal thinning towards transform and non-transform offsets' - 12, which is thought to
arise from a three-dimensional process of buoyant mantle upwelling and melt migration
focused beneath the centres of ridge segments' 2,4-7,9,10,1 2. In contrast, fast-spreading mid-
ocean ridges are characterized by smaller, segment-scale variations in crustal thickness,
which reflect more uniform mantle upwelling beneath the ridge axis 13-1 5. Here we present
a systematic study of the residual mantle Bouguer gravity anomaly of 19 oceanic
transform faults that reveals a strong correlation between gravity signature and spreading
rate. Previous studies have shown that slow-slipping transform faults are marked by more
positive gravity anomalies than their adjacent ridge segments1' 2' 4'6, but our analysis
reveals that intermediate and fast-slipping transform faults exhibit more negative gravity
anomalies than their adjacent ridge segments. This finding indicates that there is a mass
deficit at intermediate and fast-slipping transform faults, which could reflect increased
rock porosity, serpentinization of mantle peridotite, and/or crustal thickening. The most
negative anomalies correspond to topographic highs flanking the transform faults, rather
than to transform troughs (where deformation is probably focused and porosity and
alteration are expected to be greatest), indicating that crustal thickening could be an
important contributor to the negative gravity anomalies observed. This finding in turn
suggests that three-dimensional magma accretion may occur near intermediate and fast-
slipping transform faults.
Published as P. M. Gregg, J. Lin, M. D. Behn, L. G. J. Mont6si, Spreading rate dependence of the gravity
structure of oceanic transform faults, Nature, 448, 183-187, 2007.
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Figure 11 Compaas4 nef bathymnetryadRMBA d the Siqtelrostransorm
on the East Pacific Rise and Atlanis tramnfm on the Mid-laatic Rkide,
atthe sameamp scale. a, Bathymetric map for the Siqueiros transformn with
geologic interpretationt. Solid black lines indicate the sealoorfabric, cirdcles
show locations of seamounts, and dashed blak lines show the locations of
the fracture zones and transform fault. The solid white line indicates the
location of the plate boundary used in the 3D themnnl model. ITSCs are
labelled A. B, C and D*. NVZ, neo-vokanic zone; OSC, overlapping
i·
5 10
Ful asreacng rate (cm yrw)
Figure 2 Compiaton of NRMBA- .a valus for the 19 tranrmom systea
analysd. The new RMBAcakulations from tBis study are marked with solid
circles. Previous RMBA studies are indicated by the open symbhol square" ,
triaun~le, cross, star", diamond'. Abbreviaions for ridprs: SWIR,
Southwest Indian Ridge; MAR Mid-Adantic Ridge IjdFR luande Fuca Ridge;
SEIR, Southeast Indian Ridge, EPR, EasFt Pacific Rise. Abbreviations for
transform faults: Bo, Bouvet:; I, Ias Orcadas; A B, Andrew Bain; PE, Prince
Edward; All, Atlantis 11; Mo, Moshesh: Ma, Marion: At, Atlantis; Ht, Hlayes
Kn, Kane; Fr. Fifteen-Twenty; AFt, Ascension; RG, Rio Grande; 1, Blanco;
52, SEIR2; SI, SEI Rl; (, Clipperton: Sq, Siquciros; Wi, Wilkes; (Ga, Garrett.
spreading centre. b. Bathymetric map for the Atlantis traisform. The solid
black line indicates location of the plate boundary used in the 3D thermal
model, and the dashed portion indiates the Atlantis transform fault.
c. Calculated RMBA map for the Siqueiros transform fult with geologic
interpretation overlaid froma. d. Calculated RMBA map for the Atlantis
transform fadt. Seabeam bathymetry compiled by the RIDGE multibeam
synthesis project (hltp:ioean-rid.cdeo.clumbiP.edunerallhtmu
homehndml.
decrease in seismic velocities of ~ I km s5 ' in the Clipperton trans-
form fault" can he explained by porosity increases in the range of
1-5.5% for crack aspect ratios of 0.01-.l1 ref. 19). Caculations in
Fig. 3 demonnstrate that an average porosity increase of 2-7% within
the upper crust down to the brittle-ductile transition (t6•0"C) is
required to produce the negative ARMBA-r,, a values of up to
- 14 mGal oberved at fast-slipping transforms (Fig. 2.. l owever,
0 05 1 1.5
Ah lusn)
Figure 3 1 Results of 2D forerd meodls dowing the predicted
ARMBAr . Data are shown as a function of increase in crustal thickness
through layer 2A (dotted blackline) or overall crustal thickening (solid black
line); increases in porosity (0, red line); or the presence of serpentinized
mantle (reen lines indicate percentage; green shading in&daes serpentine
stability field). Ak indicates change in layer thickness. Grey shadingindicates
the observed ARMBA- st as fast-slipping transorms. The kink in the curve
for increase in layer 2A corresponds to thickening of layer 2A beyond the
thickness of layer 2B in the reference model. See Supplementary Fig. 7 for
model details.
© 2007 Nature Publishing Group
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Firwe 4 Lateral variations in crustal ickniess repirtd to explain the
obsered RMRAiathe Si irestrartsnanm system (Fil Excess crust is
defined as the deviation frmn the refrence aurstal thickness of 6km.
assuming sea water, crust and mantle densities of I 3030 730 and
3,300 kgm i', respectivedy
an increase in porosity in excess of 5% at slow-slipping transforms
will negate the effect of crustal thinning and resul in negative
ARMBAT Ia (Supplementary Fig. 7). Consequently, a porosity
increase of 2-5% is conisistent with observed ARMBA1  a and seis-
mic data at both slow- and fast-slipping transform faults.
Serpentinization of mantle peridotite can also generate negative
ARMBIAr, a. towever, the calculated 500 C isotherm, which repre-
serts the upper limit of serpentine stability- is located within the
crust at all fast · ipping transform faults considered in this study
(see Methtos) and therefore predicts nor mantle serpentinization.
Invoking hydrothernal cooling (see Supplementary Methods)
depresses the 500 'C isotherm to an average depth of 6.4 km at
Siqueiros transform fault. Asuming 100% serpentinization (density
of 2,550 kgm '"  of the mantle where temperatures are <500'C
results in a negative ARMBA1, of 0 to - IOmGl, which is slightly
less than the values of up to - 14 n;al observed at fast-slipping trans-
form faults (Fig. 3). However, if 100%serpen tiniration were pervasive
above the 500 "C isotherm at slow-slipping transform faults, it
woiuld negate the effects of crustal thinning and produce negative
ARIMBAi, < - 100 mGal (Supplementary Fig. 7 gl. Therefore,
although low degrees of mantle serpentinization might contribute
to the observed negative RMBA along flst slipping transform faults,
current thermal nidds for oceanic transform faults make it unlikely
that serpentinization alone can explain the systematic differences
between fast- and slow slipping transforms.
a Sý
Finally, we estimate the magnitude of variations in crustal thick
ness required to explain the RMBA observed along the Siquniros
transform by inverting the observed RMBA relative to a reference
model with average crustal density of 12730 kg m ' (ref. 1I (Fig. 4 1.
Along the eastern domain of Siquciros transform, we predict an
excess crustal thickness of > 1.5 kim, while in the western domain of
the transform and in the off axis fracture zones excess crust ranges
from 0.5- 1.5 km. The ARMNBA, a observed at fast slipping trans
form faults can also be produced by increasing layer 2A by 0.25--
0.6 km (Fig. 3).
Although increased rock porosity and mantle serpentinization
could both contribute to the observed negative RMBA along inter
medate- and fast slipping transform faults, we believe that local
crunstal thickening is probably the dominant mechanism. Areas of
localized deformation, such as fault zones, are expected to exhibit
enhanced cracking and alteration. However, the most negative
RMBA values observed at intermediate and fast slipping transform
faults correspond to bathymetric highs flanking the transforms
instead of the transform troughs %-here deformation is likely to be
localized,. Local excess crust within intermediate and fast slipping
transform fault domains may result from acombination of magmatic
accretion mechanisms including (1) lateral transport of excess
magma from the ridge axis into the transform fault domain+": ,(:2)
magmatic accretion at intra transform spreading centres"''; (3) the
pooling of lava within topographic kiws': andlor (4) leaky' mag
matic accretion along the entire transform fault " .
Lateral dyke propagation from a central magma chamber has
been proposed to explain crustal thickness variations along slow
spreading rkidge segnrents. At magmatically robust segments aklng
intermediate and fast spreading ridges, a continuous magma cham-
ber may exist beneath the entire segment and feed dykes from the
ridge transform intersection into the transform fault domain. A pos
sible geologic expression of this mechanism is overshooting ridge
tips, which are common hbathymetric features of robust ridge seg
ments at intermediate and fast spreading ridge transform intersec-
tions" (see Supplementary Figs 2-5). Bathymetry and RMBA of
overshooting ridge tips at intermediate and fast-spreading ridges
suggest that dykes propagating along the ridge axis penetrate past
the transfornm fault into juxtaxpost old oceanic crust, curve in the
direction of the transform, and locally increase the crustal thickness
of an already fullthickness crust i Fig. 5b. Geokgic evidence from
the northwestern segmtnt of Blanco transform indicates significant
b Fast
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Figure S A spread9l ratedependent model of etrustl accretit and
mantle upweling basede observedMSA caulationsandmorpoelegieal
features at transform faudt systems on deow and fast-spreding ricdgl
Large yellow arrows indic.te plate muieion vectors; sm•ler black arrows
indicate mantle flow. The gWey area with white outline represents the
lithduphereas defined by the 700 C isotherm, while the crust is identified by
dotted pattern. The blue cracks and the green wigles indicate regions of
increased pormity and serpentinization, reIpectively, a. Slow spreading
ridges exhibit focused mantle upwsAling at segment centres and crustal
thinning towards gmnt ends and tramnsform faults. b, Fast-spreadirng
ridges have relatively unilfnn mantle upwdeling. The negative ARMBA5 - K
at fast-spreading rid:es may result from: (1 excess magma supply ton ridg
segments causing owr shootiigridges and dyke injection into the transform
fault domain; (2) increased porosity within the transform; (3 actively
accrteing ITS's; (41 pooling of extruded lavas within the transform fault.
C 2007 Nature Publishing Group
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increases in the extrtsiveclava layer wit h a posbleCco'rshootmoomg rldge,
tip 'ource"
' . I lowever. fort Isis model tc explain the R.MBA along the
entire transform: fault -rather than jut in the fracture tonCe. trans:
ftrn; parallel dyke propagation must cxteid at kleast half the distance
s'etweeen ridge tranisfurmu intersectiont: --- 75 kmin. BathVnymtric
data de.,no.nstrate that ovcrshotting ridge tips wrap around and into
transform faults. but the cause of this curvature is u.dclear. Possibhk
explanations include response to the local stress fidd at the ridgec
trans.orm intersectamn, andior dyke propagation along pref'crntial
pathways created by pre exi sting transform parallel cracks.
Fast- shpping transform faults typically contain nultiple fault s.g.
nici'ts separated Iby intra transforim spreading centre l'SC
Scseral rIT C.S at last Pacifik Rise transtrrm flaults•havew ben sanplcd
and contain freh basaltic lavas itndcating crustal accretion within
the trarnsfornm fault denmain -' In stne cases. such as the Garrett
transfoirm fault Supplcmentary Ftg. 2 1. the f1"•. occur in pull apart
basirt arnd do uot appear to increase the crustal thickness. Alter
natisely, along the caxstern portikn of Siqucinro transfiorm Fig. la)
FITS(t ar atrc asciated with ncgat: e R.I BA. Thus. IT.O :ts ma. thickern
crust it, sonice ltcalitici.
A third po-siblc mechanism for local irustal thikeni:-g is the
pt:oling tof empted lasva. in topographic lows within the transfornrr
fault domairn:" Fit,. -,b. However, the niaivrity of the negative
RMBA %alues we hae ve obserted correcs td with ttopotgraphic
highs. indicatitng that this might not be a dominart mscha:nism.
Finally. beLause off-axis mclt is considered abiundant at fast
spreading ridge'. claky magmagmanc accretiorn n.ght occur along
the entire length of some transform faults-'. 'his mcchanisr•r could
cause incrc-ases i crustal thc'knc~s and may be zenhanced b,- trans
tensional forces acting iupoin a trtnlmformi fault owing to pLate motion
reorgan izat ions
Thus. the observedl ngative R11BA valucs at intermcdiate and
last lipping transform faults may hbe the result  fa c bhinarto of
nmechanisms. ind-uding in•r u ses in rock porosity,. mantic .trpentin
iattion andhor cru-stal thickening. Further dctailed constraints are
required to distirnguish anmong the potential conitrnutors to the
obscred gravity anonmalies. 1hlowe\rt the strong itrrelation of the
:netgati\c RilA with tspigraphic high-. flanking the tranfirmrus sugi
gcsis crustal tihikcincg aI a pittt•ltially important nechanism fior at
least some of the observed negativC RNMBIA values. Systncmat. occur.
rence of~rustal thickening, :f confirned. would req-ure a ml•odifica
tion of ur current understanding of how three dimensional magma
accraet, l occurs along i::tcrnediat .land fat spreadlng ridges i the
Vicinity ofd ranrsiorm ault dlisc•ntinuites.
METHODS SUMMARY
Tie manlltleC RB-gcer atwlmalsy was Aikulated followi-ng the metlhod ol rct. i.
This Iedi;tique remiver s dith c ed of alllrth•r topograph v an-d hkitm oi rchtreci
.rusl trotl the salrllitr Irec air gravi)ts. The RMBA wasalsulated I' renu'ving
tromt the nth atle- t"ot-er misrindlv ttr ecltte-o litv-teri.ri.oingasestit tated
trom a three-diict:sriiral 30;: passive mantile upswellirng model akt;lated
tuing Ithe v.oncriald finitke-lement middling swolware padage tCONISOL.
fti.T-rf1PHYS!:CS 3.-. 2 r m•n• kI J•tails ,<c Supplermentarry Ta-lcrs L ad .
lThe RlBiA retlcLs the dvicatirin i I eaof lro density strustue trnfm the
refererke :model deserilrd in Supplementary Table 2. When coirt tacir- the i
thermal rmdetitor gm-etedtranslornttauftsweirsurprrated the t'stklisn
en• tr; ory tra• r -m) taWr d Ir mtri s arhi ast.irned steady tratlSd a1il -a•wet ior
at the !TSCr:.
We drtine ARMBA, 1  .RMBA-I - RMBA1,: i %RMBA. -I BAI • :1?2,
wrhere RMRBAR, ari RMBA1H are the average RMBA valCuesr: the adjarrt. ridge
-segnstts I artd 2. ricN.vtively. and RNMBA-. ii the average RWLA value along thetranlMor in dldtm'ain Se Supplemerntary "ig.. I:. WIhre digital data are avail
all:L :'. RMtB~A arnd RMRAai wrerre ý.ak•ted Isy avsragin Ithe value J.t the
uen•e•I t ealh a dijae:I ridge .egment within a i 3 i -. k ide i ar:dA50 -i locs.
At the iast Paili1 Rise, j"a1n del'.a Ridge, and Stutheat; irndian Ridge. where
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METHODS
Becaslw thre is an inherent nn-ur!tit ueniess in gravity kallatido:. we lauve
reated wsral 21 I.frward mroditels' to quairmily ithe licitO (oI various r!t m arn-
isms on the gravity ignatre "1 a ridge-transirm system Suslementars fig.
-;. The light blue and orange shaded regions in Supplementary Fi. indieale
the extent oi ARMBA-. - t obretred alo• Itranstorm faults at slw,. and fasl-
spreading ridges, rrieirly. The density used ktrre&h oi thelavers is indkiaed
in SaLierrntary Trig. 7. The;se values d& vary it: mnature'"
In the li rft ite ol modelswe varied the rustlAal ihkkness.v Ah either entirely
as a .hange sit layer 2A, layrr 2B. or proplrtin.dlly throughout ilt entire cet t
lSupplesmr ntary Til 7a , I arsd , resrpetlivel. All three rxrcarhim•s a.t
to dcreasce ARMIBA, .- within the range oi taml-sdipping tranhtorms with
Ski t oi cx•ess material. i .reasing laver 2A requires It• least 61Anount ,texiri
material with (r.25-416 km. The kink in ntrxl A results from increasiing layer 2A
beyon the thicknes sio layer 'B.
The amond suite it modk:l considek:rs inr eawd pnrsitvy in the brittle layer
Itecperatlures <1II C:;. Twi D) IIwrmal mr:dels were calclated Ito +l'tain ithe
average depth to the IK(1 C issthertn along the Siqtuiros tran'i4orn ml: aL t he
initial 3Dpassivesrtnntle utiE ring maodl. iudinol in the Meth' thered da dd
lirm at -3km depth eon St41'p ent-lars Tis And c.d .and : a hydrlotherr:mallv
ývssled moddd in whikh heal u.s'ndFivitsy is int•.reased tntid, it4 ki : depth itle
blue dashed line at 6.4 kLrdepth :.n Stplemrns at Fip ?d ad ex! r:. Feinsity :luibes
due to varittiinsin: ponrsityareleifiri as: s 0. I4 .) ,, , ' Awhereco
is the pon"iy, i,,4 is the densily ti thile him rok ard , is the density iof sea
water. Assuming that the brittle-du'tik trairition i, at --3 kim, po'sity , ould
need to he increased 2-7% to achiree the ARIMIBA, -, vaLes of magnitude
4 t:tIaal ctServed at last-slipping transforns adts.
Similar cakulati.ons were performed kfr lJow-dipping transk•rni. Assuine
a thitkker brittl layer. js was ;ak•lated for the Atmlntis transtorm faut. Thew
resulls indi•katce that it is ditticuh to explain the A.RMBAt - , at ioth iast and
Johw slipping transtornt rs sinaltaneourdy-, assurming similar pormn ity trtures
in bIth regions Because it is unlikely that there wille hlrge inrcawrasin porsity
down to 9 kin depth at slw- dipping transforrm tlals, eve though it is within
the preamure a urtraints suggested by ret. 36. we have rer tn the 2- sk•w slipping
Irallnslirn nadl wilth it reasel rd r .svIo, f, kin deqh. Whileprs i i tsi rea s-
itn eA~ess•t i% still act I•s negatc the detO of uns•al thinning at ow- slipping
Iralnstormn aults. tolderate increases ot 2-54 are sistent with ARLRMBA- -
values at both slow and last slipping trar-sirmn taLtts ISCppl•emntary- Fig. 7e.
The final st ot korward mortdls include serpentitnialion ot the mantle
tbencath the transtonr laIt iSupplementary Fip :t ar:d :. As in the ponssity
rmxorls. we have in•atrporated two 31D thcrnal uakUldtim-:s at the Siqutiros
transform to olrbtai average depths to the 510 C(: ism.therm, which limits the
wrpentminc stability tieid": to 2.5 kti fior unsstld and 6.4 km ir hvdrnt'her rnalhv
olWed lithl pelrre. Without hdroutlsermal rooinrg the 6/tO CV isothern lies well
within tle uper truit and there is rno predierd iautie serpentini.atisn.
However, it hydrother;mal stalingt is a41,lied ftnro 0 In 4 km dcpth, at: end
m schmlr noldel ot 0i0l scrpentinization will result in a ARMBA-. - ~
SifsmCal, whiih is the aserageot ri he bserved ARNBA-r .. r t l•a- lipping
transntnrm talts. It a simnilar model lor tiande srpentinrizatin is ap•,lied at a
slot slipping trasstorm tauit. ntantle serpentinizatisn down to the hydnither-
rally coohld stO C( i sothertm would produce such a large negati~ r RMXBA that it
observatiss -s.
Additiorally. we salklated a nol+difiCd RIMBA at the Siqxuiros transtorm
usrn. the hydrotheruall, ;rulred tilhrnal nodel and the den.sity tor it()% ser-
pcmtirne C...0 kgtm- in all regions of hie mantle i:C-bkmr depth: where the
temperaturc is <:500 .. Evr: though this cotrretion maximizcs the eltfed rt
scrpentine, it dJcreases the average ALRMBHA - • within the Siqucirio trar•l4nrm
lault domain by ,only <2mtal, and reduces the cal•ulated •sess .r i-lal thikL-
ners by ' 200m.
As'rator-y sexperim:e rts ggest that, i the 1rustl is thinrne ansI marnktl upwel
ling (taurs, hydn4rthecnal dlud penetration through the~r al craskingr ard grain;
Iundlary wetting will reacth only --4 ikm delth'. Thrrrevtre it is utdikely that
hydrotherma, l tlid will penetrate to great cnough depths to ,•rpentiniz large
reg.ions of mande bereath iLst slipp inrg transorm aults. Morecr•r, depressing
the %•0 S C ic'thermn through hydrothlrt l +,trling is irxonsistent with ak,.-
lated earthquake depths at mear.ik. transform laults" . On the other handr, slow
slipping trans•orni tault;s diplay signifiant- cru•al thinning and are .toiler
that it:lern:•eiat- anji last-lipping transtsrm tlaults, imCplsing tlul a largerportion tof -the udcrlying tnantle resides in: the serpentire stability ticld.
lhw'evecr, the lt ally poitimve RMBA ,biserv-ed at slow- dipling tranr:iorrn laltsl
retlC.ts crustal thirt:ting despite the potential kir signilkaict wrpe:tinied peri
dutite'. Tsgethrer. these results indiiatr that whik rman wr peCttitin tion;' tnu
ix ur at intermeditc and tast-slpping transmorm IAcLt, the dirmc1 ~,ntrili.on
otl srpcr•nitation. to the gravity %ignature is lily t)o be ntgligiblc.
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S1. Supplementary Figures
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Supplementary Figure 1. Bathymetric map indicating the location of the 19 transform faults
analyzed. Thin black lines show the location of plate boundaries for the areas of interest. New
residual mantle Bouguer anomaly (RMBA) calculations have been performed for transform faults
in orange boxes (presented in Supplemental Figs. 2-5). Regions where RMBA calculations have
been previously published' " are indicated by transform faults in white boxes. We included
previous RMBA studies only if both transform fault and corresponding ridges were analyzed by
the same authors using the same parameters. All other RMBA studies we considered from slow-
spreading ridges implied ARMBAT-R > 0. MAR - Mid Atlantic Ridge, EPR - East Pacific Rise,
JdFR - Juan de Fuca Ridge, SWIR - Southwest Indian Ridge, SEIR - Southeast Indian Ridge,
AB - Andrew Bain FZ, Bo - Bouvet FZ, Mo - Moshesh FZ, PE - Prince Edward FZ, All -
Atlantis II FZ, 10 - Islas Orcadas FZ, Ma - Marion FZ, Si - SEIRI, S2 - SEIR2.
doi: 11038/narweOS962
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Supplementary Figure 2. (a) Seafloor depth and (b) RMBA for the Wilkes and Garrett
transform faults on the East Pacific Rise. The solid black line indicates the plate boundary used
for 3D thermal models at each region6 '7. Arrows specify the location of overshooting ridge tips
(ORTs) at ridge transform intersections (RTI). The dotted line outlines the Wilkes nanoplate6 .
All supplemental maps (Supplemental Figs 2-6) are at the same map scale.
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Supplementary Figure 3. (a) Seafloor depth and (b) RMBA for the Siqueiros and Clipperton
transform faults on the EPR. The solid black line indicates the plate boundary used for the 3D
thermal models, and black arrows indicate location of ORTs8 . Note the Clipperton seamount
chain to the south and west of the western RTI.
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Supplementary Figure 4. (a) Seafloor depth and (b) RMBA for Southeast Indian Ridge
transform I and transform 2. The solid black line indicates the plate boundary used for 3D
thermal models at each region ' •0o, and black arrows indicate ORTs.
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Supplementary Figure 5. (a) Seafloor depth and (b) RMBA for the Blanco transform fault on
the Juan de Fuca Ridge. The solid black line indicates the plate boundary used for 3D thermal
models at each regiont ". The Blanco transform fault is the most anomalous of the ARMBAI.R
calculated (main text Fig. 2). There are several complications in this region, which are not
incorporated into the 3D thermal model, including the close proximity to the Cascadia subduction
zone as well as a proposed serpentine intrusion forming Blanco Ridge along the southeastern
portion of the transform fault (-I 280 W, 43.50N)' 1.12 While a serpentine block has been proposed
along the southeastern portion of the transform, the most negative RMBA values are associated
with overshooting ridge tip and bathymetric highs along the northwestern portion of the transform
fault (-130°W, 44.250 N), and are likely due to crustal increases. Karson et al. (2002)13 note that
the extrusive volcanic layer along the northwestern portion of Blanco is substantially thicker than
what is predicted by seismic studies in this region. An increase in layer 2A agrees with our
observation of negative RMBA along this portion of the Blanco transform.
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Supplementary Figure 6. (a) Seafloor depth and (b) RMBA for the Hayes and Kane transform
faults on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Clear RMBA "bulls-eye" minima are observed at segment
centers, in agreement with previous studies at slow-spreading mid-ocean ridges.
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Supplementary Figure 7. Three suites of forward models. The calculated ARMBAI.R are
plotted on the top panels. The light blue and orange shaded region indicates the extent of
ARMBAI.R observed at slow and fast-slipping transform faults, respectively. A) Change in layer
2A thickness (dotted line), B) Change in layer 2B thickness (dashed line), C) Proportional change
in crustal thickness (solid black line). D) Porosity increase in the brittle layer at an EPR-type
fast-spreading ridge-transform system. The model illustration demonstrates that porosity is
increased down to the brittle-ductile transition, the 6000 C isotherm, for both an un-cooled (red
dashed line) and hydrothermally cooled (blue dashed line) thermal model. The red line with solid
red triangles indicates un-cooled 6000 C isotherm and blue line with solid blue triangles indicates
hydrothermally cooled 6000 C isotherm in the model results. E) Porosity increase in the brittle
layer at a MAR-type slow-spreading ridge-transform system. The red line with open triangles
indicates un-cooled 600'C isotherm and blue line with open triangles indicates hydrothermally
cooled 6000 C isotherm. Black dashed line indicates the effect of increasing porosity only to 6 km
depth. F) Serpentinization of the mantle at an EPR-type system (green line with solid green
squares). 100% and 25% serpentinization is shown, and the shaded region marks the serpentine
stability field for the hydrothermnally cooled ridge-transform system. The model illustration
demonstrates that extent of serpentine stability, the 500'C isotherm, for both an un-cooled (red
dashed line) and hydrothermally cooled (blue dashed line) thermal model. The depth of the
5000 C isotherm represents the average depth calculated by the 3D thermal model within the
Siqueiros transform. G) Serpentinization of the mantle at an MAR-type system (green line with
open squares). The kinks visible in the 100% and to a lesser extent the 25% curve result when the
thickness of the serpentine layer exceeds 6 km depth, the replacement thickness of layer 3.
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Supplementary Figure 8. A schematic of the calculation of ARMBAT-R. ARMBAT.R =
[(RMBAT- RMBARI) + (RMBAT - RMBAR2)]/2, where RMBARI and RMBAR2 are the average
RMBA values on the adjacent ridge segments I and 2, respectively, and RMBAT is the average
RMBA value along the transform fault domain. The ridge RMBA values, RMBARI and
RMBAR2, were calculated by averaging the values at the centre of each adjacent ridge segment
within a 20 km-wide and 50 km-long box shown by green boxes. At the East Pacific Rise, Juan
de Fuca Ridge, and Southeast Indian Ridge, where the transform fault zones are wider due to
segmentation, RMBAT was calculated by averaging over a 20 km-wide swath centred 20 km from
the RTIs, indicated by the blue boxes. At the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and Southwest Indian Ridge the
RMBA values were averaged over a 10 km-wide swath centred 20 km from the RTIs. This
convention is also used in determining ARMBATR fotr the 2D models.
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S2. Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table 1. Transform fault characteristics6-11,23,24
Transform Ridge Appx.
fault System Latitude
Full-slip rate Length No. of ARMBAT-R
(cm/yr) (km) Segments (mGals)
Garrett* EPR 120S
Wilkes EPR 80S
Siqueiros EPR 80N
Clipperton EPR 10ON
SEIR 1 SEIR 48 0 S
SEIR 2 SEIR 500S
Blanco JdFR 42 0N
Kane MAR 24 0N
Atlantis MAR 300N
Hayes MAR 340N
* Asymmetry of slip at Garrett transform
2
fault.
14.9 130 4 -6.0
14.5 100 3 -7.7
11.8 150 5 -13.6
11.5 90 1 -3.6
7.54 135 1 -8.2
7.44 80 1 -13.2
5.8 350 5 -39.7
2.5 160 1 6.6
2.4 70 1 35.4
2.2 90 1 13.7
3 has been incorporated in the thermal model of Garrett transform
Supplemental Table 2. Parameters used in RMBA calculation.
Parameter Value
Sea water density, kg m3  1,030
Reference crustal density, kg m3  2,730
Reference mantle density, kg m3  3,300
Serpentine density (100% serpentinization), kg m-3 2,550
Reference crustal thickness, km
Thermal boundary layer thickness, km 100
Asthenospheric temperature, 'C 1,350
Thermal diffusivity, m2s-1  10
Coefficient of thermal expansion, 'C-1 2.
-6
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CHAPTER 3: The effects of mantle rheology and fault segmentation on melt
generation and extraction beneath oceanic transform faults
ABSTRACT
We examine mantle melting and melt extraction beneath fast-slipping, segmented
oceanic transform fault systems. Three-dimensional (3-D) mantle flow and thermal
structure are calculated using a temperature dependent rheology that incorporates a visco-
plastic approximation for the brittle lithosphere. Thermal solutions are combined with
the near-fractional, polybaric melting model of Kinzler and Grove [1992a, b; 1993] to
determine extents of melting as well as major element melt geochemistry. We investigate
the mantle source region of intra-transform spreading centers using the melt migration
model of Sparks and Parmentier [1991] for two end member pooling models: (1) a wide
mantle region that incorporates all of the melt focused to the intra-transform spreading
center; and (2) a narrow pooling region that assumes melt will not migrate across a
transform fault or fracture zone. Models of a 100 km-long transform fault bisected by a
single intra-transform spreading center (ITSC) reveal that crustal thickness at the ITSC is
primarily dependent on the pooling model and the mantle potential temperature, Tp.
Assuming that melt is pooled into the transform fault domain over a large region of the
surrounding mantle (model 1), we find that crustal production is enhanced at ITSCs by up
to 3-6.5 km. These model predictions may explain the systematic crustal thickness
excesses observed at intermediate and fast-slipping transform faults [Gregg et al., 2007].
Furthermore, we find that the variability in major element lava composition is primarily
controlled by Tp. Applying these techniques to the Siqueiros transform we find that both
the visco-plastic rheology and a wide melt pooling region are required to explain the
observed variations in both crustal thickness and major element geochemistry. Finally,
we find that Tp = 1350 0 C and fractional crystallization at depths of 9-15.5 km fit the
majority of the geochemical observations at the EPR 90 N segment and the Siqueiros
transform fault system.
To be submitted as P. M. Gregg, M. D. Behn, J. Lin, T. L. Grove, The effects of mantle rheology and fault
segmentation on melt generation and extraction beneath oceanic transform faults, J Geophys. Res.
1. INTRODUCTION
Transform faults are a first order feature of the global mid-ocean ridge system.
Transform fault offsets range from 50 km to > 350 km in length and greatly influence the
thermal structure, mantle flow dynamics, and melting at mid-ocean ridges [Fox and Gallo,
1984; Parmentier and Forsyth, 1985; Phipps Morgan and Forsyth, 1988]. Investigations
of transform faults suggest that cool, deep lithosphere at transform fault offsets
effectively divides mid-ocean ridges into unique segments focusing melt toward segment
centers and prohibiting shallow across-transform mantle flow. Gravity and seismic
studies at slow-spreading ridges indicate along-segment variations in crustal thickness
with enhanced magma accretion at ridge segment centers and crustal thinning towards
transform and non-transform offsets [Kuo and Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990; Lin and
Phipps Morgan, 1992; Tolstoy et al., 1993; Detrick et al., 1995; Escartin and Lin, 1995;
Canales et al., 2000; Hooft et al., 2000]. Juxtaposing the cold, thick lithosphere of a
transform fault next to a warm steady-state ridge segment also influences the resultant
lava chemistry. The geochemical transform fault edge effect has been noted by several
studies and suggests that the cooler mantle region surrounding the transform fault system
promotes deeper and lower extents of melting near segment ends [Bender et al., 1978;
Bender et al., 1984; Langmuir and Bender, 1984; Langmuir et al., 1986; Reynolds et al.,
1992; Reynolds and Langmuir, 1997].
Recent analyses of residual mantle Bouguer gravity anomalies (RMBA) along
several intermediate and fast-slipping transform fault systems indicate that for spreading
rates > - 50 mm/yr full-rate, the observed RMBA values within the transform fault
domain are more negative than their adjacent ridge segments [Gregg et al., 2007]. The
more negative RMBA calculated within the transform fault domain at fast-slipping
transform fault systems indicates a mass deficit within these settings. If the mass deficit
is due to crustal thickness variations, these findings contradict the classic model for
transform faults as regions of thin crust relative to adjacent ridge segments. One
ic
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Figure 1. Comparison of bathymetry and crustal thickness predictions for Siqueiros
transform fault along the EPR. (a) EPR segmentation and location of transform faults.
Note that all of the transform faults, except for Clipperton, are segmented by at least one
ITSC. (b) Siqueiros transform fault bathymetry with structural interpretation [Fornari et
al., 1989]. Solid black lines indicate the seafloor fabric, circles show locations of
seamounts, and dashed black lines show the locations of the fracture zones and transform
fault. (c) Lateral variations in crustal thickness derived from RMBA calculations.
Excess crust is defined as the deviation for the reference crustal thickness of 6 km,
assuming seawater, crust and mantle densities of 1030, 2730, and 3300 kg m-3,
respectively.
explanation for these observations is that long-lived spreading centers within a transform
fault system may focus mantle upwelling beneath the transform domain, warm the fault
system and result in excess crustal accretion.
Oceanic transform faults along fast-spreading ridges are often characterized by
segmentation by intra-transform spreading centers [Menard, 1967; Menard and Atwater,
1969; Searle, 1983; Fox and Gallo, 1984]. In the case of several transform fault systems
along the fast-spreading East Pacific Rise (EPR) (e.g., Siqueiros, Garrett, Gofar,
Discovery, and Quebrada transform systems), fresh basalts sampled on ITSCs and
detailed magnetic data suggest accretion is actively occurring [Fornari et al., 1989;
Carbotte and Macdonald, 1992; Hekinian et al., 1992; Hekinian et al., 1995; Perfit et al.,
1996; Nagle et al., 2007]. Segmentation of oceanic transform faults is generally thought
to be the result of transtensional forces imposed on the transform fault zone by plate
motion reorganization of the mid-ocean ridge system [Menard and Fisher, 1958; Menard
and Atwater, 1969]. Specifically, the change in spreading direction enables mantle
upwelling beneath the transform fault domain and the formation of small intra-transform
spreading centers (ITSC) [Searle, 1983; Fornari et al., 1989; Pockalny, 1997; Pockalny
et al., 1997].
In this study, we develop 3-D models of ridge-transform-ridge systems to explore
the effect of transform segmentation on mantle flow, melt generation, and melt
extraction. Recent modeling investigations of ridge-transform-ridge systems have
illustrated the importance of incorporating visco-plastic rheology into thermal models of
these settings [Behn et al., 2007]. We compare the results of models with both a constant
viscosity rheology and a visco-plastic rheology that approximates a brittle lithosphere
[Chen and Morgan, 1990; Behn et al., 2007]. Calculated thermal structures are used in
conjunction with the fractional melting model of Kinzler and Grove [1992a, b; 1993] and
fractional crystallization model of Yang et al. [1996] to calculate crustal thickness and
predict major element lava compositions. First, crustal thickness and lava composition
are calculated in 2-D and compared to observations at 90N on the EPR to calibrate
parameters such as mantle potential temperature and the maximum distance of melt
migration. Second, we investigate a suite of generic 3-D transform fault models
segmented by a single ITSC. Finally, we consider a case appropriate for the Siqueiros
transform fault system (Figures ib, c) and compare our model-predicted crustal
thicknesses and lava composition to geophysical and geochemical observations in this
region.
2. MODEL SETUP
The 3-D mantle flow field and temperature are calculated using the finite element
modeling software COMSOL 3.3 Multiphysics. Mantle flow is driven by the divergence
of two plates each moving with a half-spreading rate, Uo (Figure 2). A stress free
boundary is assumed at the base of the model (100 km depth) allowing for convective flux
from the mantle below. The sides of the models are also stress free. Potential
temperature at the surface (T,) and the base (T,) of the model are set to OoC and T,
respectively. The model geometry is varied to explore the effect of fault segmentation by
imposing a single ITSC of length, LIrsc, which bisects a transform fault of length LT
(Figure 2). All model parameters are given in Table 1.
2.1 Numerical Approach
Conservation of mass, momentum, and energy are given by:
V-u=0 (1)
p d+u- Vu =-Vp + to0 V 2u (2)
pCpu VT+ kV 2T= O (3)
where p is the density of the mantle, p is pressure, u is the velocity field, rlhot is the mantle
viscosity, Cp is the heat capacity, T is temperature, and k is thermal conductivity.
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Figure 2. 3D setup for modeling mantle temperature structure beneath a segmented
transform fault. Spreading velocities are imposed at the surface. Other model parameters
include temperatures at the surface, Tc, and at the base of the model box, Tp; the length of
transform, Lr, and the length of intra-transform spreading center, LITsc.
Mantle flow and temperature are both largely dependent on the assumed mantle
viscosity. To explore the importance of incorporating a visco-plastic rheology, we
compare isoviscous solutions to those calculated using a temperature-dependent viscosity
that incorporates a visco-plastic approximation for brittle failure [Chen and Morgan,
1990; Behn et al., 2007]. The effective mantle viscosity is defined by:
o,=- + + -(4)
11d 77byr  10
where Tltd is the temperature dependent viscosity, rlbyr is a brittle strength approximation
using Byerlee's law, and iro is the maximum viscosity (1023 Pa-s). The temperature
dependence of viscosity is approximated by:
rtd = 0 ex Q (5)
where Q is the activation energy and R is the universal gas constant. The viscosity
associated with brittle failure is approximated by [Chen and Morgan, 1990]:
S
lbyr = 9- (6)
where i~ is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, and the maximum shear stress,
S, is defined by:
S = 2 (pr - p ) ,  (7)
5
where p, is the lithostatic pressure, and p is the hydrostatic pressure.
The incorporation of a visco-plastic rheology promotes focused mantle upwelling
in areas with high strain rates [Behn et al., 2007]. This effect is most pronounced beneath
the ridge axis and beneath the transform fault domain where strain rates are particularly
high. Therefore, models containing a visco-plastic rheology result in a warmer thermal
structure beneath the ridge axis and transform fault domain than those calculated with a
constant viscosity rheology (Figure 3a).
Hydrothermal circulation within the upper crust will promote more effective heat
loss and therefore decrease temperatures in the upper mantle [Phipps Morgan et al.,
1987; Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993; Baker et al., 1996; Maclennan et al., 2005]. This
effect is likely to be particularly important at oceanic transform faults where extensive
brittle deformation increases permeability and produces pathways for fluids to reach
greater depths. We assume that hydrothermal circulation is present at temperatures <
6000 C and depths < 6 km [Phipps Morgan et al., 1987; Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993].
Where hydrothermal circulation is assumed to occur we increase the thermal conductivity
by an enhancement factor or Nusselt number, Nu [Phipps Morgan et al., 1987]. Because
permeability most likely decreases with depth due to increased confining pressure and
temperature, the enhancement in conductivity is assumed to decay exponentially as the
depth and temperature approach the cutoff values for fluid circulation:
k=ko +k0 *(Nu-l)*exp A* T )exp A* 1 - , (8)
Tmax ZmaxJ)
where k is the effective thermal conductivity, ko is the reference thermal conductivity, A
is a smoothing factor, Tmax is the cutoff maximum temperature (600'C), z is depth, and
Zmax is the cutoff maximum depth (6 km).
2.2 Melt Generation and Extraction
Melting within the mantle at mid-ocean ridges is dependent on pressure and
temperature as well as the chemical composition of the mantle [Grove et al., 1992;
Langmuir et al., 1992; Asimow and Langmuir, 2003]. As such, we utilize the fractional
melting model of Kinzler and Grove [1992b; a; 1993], in which mantle melting is a
function of temperature, pressure, and mantle composition. The benefit of this method is
that the model simultaneously tracks residual mantle and melt compositions, as well as
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Figure 3. Comparison of melting models for two mantle rheologies. (a) Comparison of
mantle temperature sampled beneath the oceanic spreading center for constant and visco-
plastic rheology models. Calculated melt fraction for constant viscosity rheology model
(b) and visco-plastic rheology model (c). The effect of latent heat of melting has been
incorporated into all melting models. KG92 - Kinzler and Grove [1992a, b; 1993], the
solid line; RJ81 - Reid and Jackson [1981], the dashed line; and K03 - Katz et al. [2003],
the dotted line. Uo = 50 mm/yr, Tp = 1350 0C, Nu = 4, and latent heat of melting, L = 400
J/kg.
extents of melting. The extent of melting and resultant lava composition are predicted
using a 3-step process: (1) melt production and composition are calculated at each point
in the melting region using polybaric fractional melting; (2) melt migrates to a point at
the top of the melt surface and pools; and (3) the pooled melt undergoes fractional
crystallization in the shallow mantle lithosphere and lava composition is predicted.
2.2.1 Step 1: Fractional Melting
The polybaric fractional melting model of Kinzler and Grove (hereafter "KG92")
utilizes a parameterized solidus derived from experimental data to calculate extents of
melting [Kinzler and Grove, 1992b; a; 1993]. Specifically, in the spinel stability field
(pressure, p > 9 kbars), the solidus temperature, Ts, is given by the following
parameterization:
Ts= 1157 + 16 *(p - 0.001) - 3 8 .7*(1 -Mg#) - 181*(NaK#) - 0*(Ti0 2), (9)
and in the plagioclase stability field (p < 9 kbars):
T = 1242 + 9 *(p - 0.001)- 120*(1 - Mg#) - 89*(NaK#) - 6.6*(TiO2). (10)
The oxides TiO2, Na20, CaO, and K20 are estimated with the nonmodal batch
melting equation:
C = C (11)
C" (Digs + F (I - Pi,,))
where Ci,m is the concentration of oxide (i) in the melt (m), Co is the initial mantle
concentration, Di,s is the bulk partition coefficient of oxide (i) in the initial solid (s), Pi,m
is the bulk partition coefficient of the oxide in the melt, and F is the melt fraction. The
oxide concentrations are calculated iteratively using a bisection method. [MgO]r and
[FeO], are also calculated iteratively by solving the mass balance equations:
[MgO]b = [MgO]m F - [MgO]r(1- F), (12)
[FeO]b = [FeO]mF - [FeO](1 - F), (13)
where [MgO]. is the wt. % of MgO in the melt, [MgO]b is the wt. % MgO of the initial
mantle composition, and [MgO], is the wt. % MgO of the residual mantle. Similarly,
[FeO]m is the wt. % of FeO in the melt, [FeO]b is the wt. % FeO of the initial mantle
composition, and [FeO], is the wt. % FeO of the residual mantle. Once the oxides
concentrations are determined using equations (11) - (13), Mg#m and NaK#m, the Mg and
NaK numbers of the melt, are calculated using the following equations:
Mg.#. = [MO] (14)[MgO] + [FeO]m
(Na20 + K20) (15)
(Na20 + K20 + CaO)
It is widely accepted that the process of melt generation beneath a mid-ocean
ridge spreading center is adiabatic and occurs over a range of pressures [Klein and
Langmuir, 1987]. Therefore, we utilize the polybaric incremental batch melting approach
with incomplete melt withdrawal (Model 3 in KG92) to approximate fractional melting of
the mantle. This approach assumes a constant melt production rate of 1% melt per 1 kbar
of ascent. At each melting increment, 99% of the generated melt is removed and
accumulated elsewhere; the remaining melt and depleted mantle ascend another 1 kbar
where they are further melted by 1%. As melting proceeds, the latent heat effect of the
melting reaction acts to decrease the mantle temperature. We incorporate the change in
temperature, AT, at each step in the calculation as a function of melt fraction, the latent
heat of melting, L, and heat capacity, Cp, using the following formulation [Turcotte,
1982]:
FL
AT= . (16)Cp
To determine the temperature structure input into the KG92 melting model, the
mantle potential temperature, Tp, at the base of the model domain is set to a value
between 13000 -1400 °C. Note that, Tp is defined as the mantle temperature at the surface
extracted along an adiabatic gradient of 0.5 0 C/km to the base of the model space at 100
km depth. For example, a mantle potential temperature of 1350 0C corresponds to a
mantle temperature of 1400 0C at 100 km depth.
In the original KG92 fractional melting model, pressure controls the cessation of
melting, and fractional melting is assumed to stop at 4 kbars. In our implementation of
KG92, melting begins when the adiabat crosses the solidus and continues until
conductive cooling from the surface depresses the temperature below the solidus. We
assume that the mantle is described by a four-phase assemblage (olivine, clinopyroxene,
orthopyroxene, and an aluminus phase, either spinel or plagioclase depending on the
pressure), and utilize the depleted upper mantle composition (DMM) of Workman and
Hart [2005] as the initial mantle composition.
2.2.2 Step 2: Melt Migration
To calculate the final melt composition and the resultant crustal production, our
model must determine how melt migrates from the melting region to a nearby spreading
center. Previous 3-D melt migration models have proposed that melt percolating upward
through the hot, permeable mantle will pool along a cooler less permeable boundary (e.g.,
the top of the melting region, the base of the lithosphere, or the cpx-out reaction zone)
and then migrate laterally, "uphill", along this boundary to the ridge axis [Sparks and
Parmentier, 1991; Sparks et al., 1993; Magde and Sparks, 1997; Magde et al., 1997]. To
simulate this two-step melt migration process, we assume that melt first migrates
vertically to the top of the melting region and then migrates laterally up the slope of the
melting region until it reaches a local minimum in the surface, which typically
corresponds to a nearby spreading center. Melt migration patterns for the constant and
visco-plastic mantle rheology models are shown for a 100 km-long transform fault
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Figure 4. Depth to the top of melting with chosen pooling areas for (a) constant
viscosity rheology and (b) visoc-plastic rheology. Region 1 (delineated by red outline)
pools the entire area of melts that have the potential to migrate towards the ITSC. In
contrast, region 2 (outlined in blue) assumes that melts will not migrate across the
transform fault. Black arrows indicate the gradient of the melt surface and the direction
of melt migration. Tp = 13500 C, Nu = 4.
0
bisected by a 10 km-long ITSC (Figure 4). The depth to the top of the melt surface is
contoured and the gradient of the surface (black arrows) is plotted to indicate the slope of
the melt surface and the direction the melt will migrate.
Uncertainties with the melt migration model include: (1) how far melt will
migrate along this boundary before it freezes; and (2) whether melt will be extracted
vertically before it reaches the ITSC. To explore these processes, we investigate two
end-member scenarios for melt migration beneath the transform fault domain. The first
scenario assumes a wide pooling region in which all of the melt projected to migrate to
the transform domain will aggregate at the ITSC (solid red lines in Figure 4). The second
end-member scenario assumes that melt is unlikely to migrate across a transform fault or
fracture zone due to the increased fracture permeability within the fault zone. In this
case, melt is only pooled at the ITSC from a narrow region (solid blue lines in Figure 4).
These models will be referred to as migration Model 1 - wide pooling region, and Model
2 - narrow pooling region in all subsequent discussions.
Crustal thickness at the ITSC is calculated by integrating the melt production rate
over the entire pooling area that is tapped by the ITSC. The integrated melt production
rate is then divided by the spreading rate and the length of the ITSC resulting in an
average crustal thickness for the entire ITSC [Forsyth, 1993].
2.2.3 Step 3: Fractional Crystallization
Finally, to approximate fractional crystallization of the melt prior to eruption we
use the approach of Yang et al. [1996]. This method assumes isobaric fractional
crystallization and calculates the olivine-plagioclase-augite fractional crystallization path
as a function of melt composition and pressure between 0.1 to 800 MPa. In our models,
crystallization pressure is constrained by the depth at which the mantle no longer melts.
Yang et al. [1996] uses algebraic relations obtained from experimentally determined
phase boundaries for olivine-clinopyroxene-quartz and olivine-clinopyroxene-plagioclase
in pseudo-ternary projections, and constraints from mineral-melt exchange reactions
derived from experimentally produced mineral-melt pairs. This model provides major
element composition for each step of fractional crystallization.
The compositional information calculated with the Yang et al. [1996] approach is
used to create liquid line of decent (LLD) plots and to determine proxies such as Fes.o and
Na 8.o, which can be compared to observed major element variations. LLD plots represent
the crystallization path the melt will take as it cools in the shallow parts of the mantle.
Transitions in the crystallizing phase are illustrated by the kinks in the slope of the lines,
which in most cases represent the transitions from the equilibrium phases of olivine +
melt, to olivine + plagioclase + melt, to olivine + plagioglase + clinopyroxene + melt.
LLD predictions for the oxides FeO and Na20 are used as proxies for depth and extent of
melting respectively.
3. NUMERICAL MODELING RESULTS
3.1 Benchmark: Comparison to EPR 9°N
Lava compositions are first calculated in 2-D and compared to observations of
crustal thickness and lava composition at 90N on the EPR [Batiza and Niu, 1992; Canales
et al., 2003] to calibrate parameters such as Tp and the maximum horizontal distance for
melt migration, W,,oo. For a constant viscosity rheology, crustal thickness calculated for
T, = 1325 0 C - 1350 0 C correlates well with the seismic observations (Figure 5a). While
pooling melt over a wider region results in greater crustal thicknesses, incorporating
hydrothermal cooling (Nu = 4 and 8) decreases the predicted crustal thickness (Figure
5a). As discussed above, the visco-plastic rheology produces a warmer temperature
structure beneath the ridge axis resulting in thicker crust, and we find that Tp = 1325 0 C
best fits the observations at 90N (Figure 5b). Incorporation of hydrothermal cooling with
the visco-plastic rheology further focuses mantle upwelling beneath the ridge creating
larger upwelling velocities and slightly thicker crust (Figure 5b).
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Figure 5. Comparison of the predicted crustal thickness at the ridge axis for various
widths of the melt pooling regions (W,poo = 200, 150, 100, and 75 km) and hydrothermal
cooling (Nu = 1, 4, and 8) for (a) constant viscosity rheology and (b) visco-plastic
rheology. The light gray shaded region indicates the seismic crustal thickness variations
observed at the 90N segment of the EPR [Canales et al., 2003].
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We also investigate the sensitivity of Fe 8.o and Na8.o to Tp and Wp,,oo (Figure 6).
Fe8.o and Nas.o are normalizations of wt. % FeO and wt. % Na 20 to 8 wt. % MgO [Klein
and Langmuir, 1987]. Fes.o, which is classically viewed as a proxy for the mean pressure
of melting, increases as the pressure/depth of melting increases. Since Na is highly
incompatible, Nas.o is generally used as a proxy for the extent of melting, decreasing as
the extent of melting increases. As Tp increases the depth of the onset of melting
consequently increases, resulting in higher values of Fes.o (Figure 6). Additionally,
raising Tp increases the extent of melting and thus Nas.o is predicted to decrease (Figure
6). However, while Fes.o and Na8.o are strongly dependent on Tp, they vary only slightly
with mantle rheology and Wpoo1.
To calibrate the values for Tp and Wpoo, used in our models, we compare our 2-D
ridge results to the geochemical observations of Batiza and Niu [1992]. The Batiza and
Niu [1992] database is comprised of major element basaltic glass data from a
comprehensive dredging program at - 9-100 N along the EPR and its flanks. Specifically
we find that, Tp = 1350'C, Nu = 4, and Wpo,,o = 75km results in a reasonably good fit to
the observed FeO and Na20 data (Figure 7a, c). The pressure at the top of the melting
triangle varies for each model run depending on Tp (solid black line in Figure 7). For Tp
= 1350 0 C the top of the melting region is 2.4 kbars for the constant viscosity model and
2.0 kbar for the visco-plastic rheology model. The dotted line indicates fractional
crystallization at 0.2 kbars.
For models with a visco-plastic rheology, a T, = 13250 C provides the best match
to the seismically observed crustal thicknesses at the EPR 90N (Figure 5). However, Tp =
1350 0 C better predicts the Na20 and FeO values observed in microprobe analyses of
glass samples from the EPR 90 N. There is also a discrepancy in the prediction of Fes.o
and Nas.o. The Batiza and Niu [1992] data indicate an Fes.o of- 9, which corresponds to
our model prediction with W,,oo = 75 km and Tp = 1325°C (Figure 6). Furthermore, the
Batiza and Niu [1992] data indicate Nas.0 - 2.4, which corresponds to our model
prediction with Tp = 13600 C. Some possible explanations for this disagreement include
Figure 6. Calculated Na 8.o and Fe 8.o as a function of mantle potential temperature, Tp. Tp
= 1350'C and Nu = 4, for Wpoo,,, = 75 km, 100 km, and 150 km. (a) Constant viscosity
rheology and (b) visco-plastic rheology. Open circles indicate values from individual
model runs.
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Figure 7. Calculated FeO (top panels) and Na20 (bottom panels) vs. MgO for 2D
models of a ridge with a half spreading rate of 50 mm/yr, Wpoo, = 75 km, and Nu = 4.
Data points are from major element microprobe analyses of basalt glass samples collected
along the 90N segment of the EPR by Batiza and Niu [1992]. (a) Constant viscosity
rheology model with Tp = 1325 0C. The solid black line indicates fractional
crystallization at top of the melt column and the dashed line indicates crystallization at
0.2 kbars. Mantle potential temperature, Tp - 13500 C. (b) Models for visco-plastic
rheology with Tp = 13250 C. (c) Models for visco-plastic rheology with Tp = 13500 C.
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mantle source heterogeneities, variations in the assumed melt production rate of 1% melt
per kbar, and differences in the radius of melt pooling. Based on our 3-D model results,
described later, we believe that these discrepancies arise from complexities in the pattern
of melt migration, which controls crustal thickness variations. Because T, = 1350'C
provides the best match to the major element compositions and Tp = 1325oC best matches
the crustal thickness data, we investigate 3-D models in later sections with both of these
temperature constraints.
We also compare the melt productivity predicted by KG92 with two other melt
models, Reid and Jackson [1981] (referred to as "RJ81") and Katz et al. [2003]
(hereafter "K03"). RJ81 incorporates a pressure-temperature solidus relationship and
calculates melting linearly as a function of the difference between the temperature of the
mantle and of the solidus at a given pressure. K03 incorporates the Hirschman [2000]
solidus into a parameterized equation for mantle melting. KG92 differs from the melting
approximations of the RJ81 and K03 models because its solidus is reached at shallower
depths in the mantle [Reid and Jackson, 1981; Katz et al., 2003]. As a result, the KG92
model produces lower extents of melting than the K03 and RJ81 models. Calculated
maximum melt fractions, Fmax, for the KG92 model reach only 13.9% for the constant
viscosity case and 14.5% for visco-plastic rheology (Figures 3b, c). In contrast, Fma for
RJ81 is 22.1% for constant viscosity and 25.5% for visco-plastic rheology, while Fm, for
K03 is 22.3% for constant viscosity and 27.4% for a visco-plastic rheology (Figures 3b,
c). Mean extents of melting range from 5-6% for KG92, 9-10% for RJ81, and 7-9% for
K03. These differences become increasingly important when estimating production of
crust and the predicted lava composition. To match the crustal thicknesses observed at
the EPR 90 N segment, the RJ81 and K03 models require much shorter distances of melt
migration to the ridge axis and/or lower values of Tp compared to KG92.
3.2 3D Segmented transform fault results
We investigate the effects of fault segmentation on melt production and migration
by exploring a series of models for different ITSC lengths (Figure 2). Using the ridge
parameters that best fit the 2-D models at the EPR 90N, we assume T, = 1350 0C, Nu = 4,
and Uo of 50 mm/yr for the constant viscosity models and Tp = 1325 0C and 1350 0 C, for
the visco-plastic rheology models. Similar to the 2-D results, for a specific value Tp the
principal factor controlling crustal thickness is the size of the region over which melt is
pooled (Figure 8). This is illustrated by investigating the change in crustal thickness, Ate,
at the ITSC as compared to a reference crustal thickness of 6 km. For the wide melt
pooling (Model 1) we find that as L1rsc is increased, Ate decreases (Figure 8). This is
because, regardless of their length, ITSCs pool melt from a similar sized mantle region.
Hence, when the pooled melt is averaged over the length of the ITSC, there is a larger
effect on predicted crustal thickness for shorter ITSCs. As the length of the ITSC
increases, it behaves more like a steady-state ridge segment. For narrow pooling (Model
2) as the ITSC length is increased, the predicted crustal thickness also increases (Figure
8). Compared to calculations with a constant viscosity, the visco-plastic rheology model
promotes focused upwelling in regions of increased strain rate beneath the transform and
thus systematically predicts greater variations in crustal accretion.
Fault segmentation also influences melt composition at the ITSCs. For both wide
and narrow melt pooling models, calculations with a constant viscosity predict both Fes.0
and Nas.o to decrease as the length of the ITSC increases (Figure 9a). These trends
suggest that the extent of melting increases and the pressure of melting decreases as the
ITSC length increases. This is consistent with the predicted mantle thermal structure,
because increasing the length of the ITCS will eventually create a warmer, steady-state
ridge segment with higher extents of melting and melting to shallower depths.
In contrast, cases with a visco-plastic rheology predict relatively uniform lava
composition within the transform fault domain (Figure 9b). This occurs because the
visco-plastic rheology predicts an overall warmer thermal structure at the ITSC, which is
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Figure 8: Calculated change in crustal thickness, Ate, as a function of LITSC, where Atc is
defined as the difference between the predicted 3D crustal thickness at the ITSC and a
reference model assuming 6 km of crust. Calculations were done for (a) constant
viscosity rheology and (b) visco-plastic rheology. Model 1 incorporates melt from the
wide pooling region (circle symbols), while Model 2 is for the narrow melt pooling
region model (square symbols). Each symbol is the result of a single 3D model run. Top
and bottom error bars indicate the range in the calculated crustal thickness by using the
melt surface contour of 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. Calculations with Tp = 13500C and
Nu = 4 are indicated by filled symbols, whereas models with Tp = 13250C and Nu = 4 are
indicated by open symbols.
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relatively insensitive to the length of the ITSC. This indicates that the compositional
signature of the transform fault is sensitive to mantle rheology. Specifically, while
models with a constant viscosity rheology predict a transform fault effect on ITSC lava
chemistry, models with a visco-plastic rheology do not.
4. APPLICATIONS TO THE SIQUEIROS TRANSFORM FAULT SYSTEM
4.1 Tectonic Setting
The Siqueiros transform fault (Figure lb) has been the site of several
investigations including rock dredging and Alvin dives [Perfit et al., 1996], magnetic
[Carbotte and Macdonald, 1992] and gravity [Gregg et al., 2007] surveys, and detailed
geologic mapping [Fornari et al., 1989]. This wealth of data makes it an ideal location to
investigate the effects of fault segmentation. The Siqueiros transform system is a -140
km-long left-lateral offset located between 80 20'N and 80 30'N on the EPR. The half
slip-rate of the transform system is - 55 mm/yr [DeMets et al., 1990; 1994]. Bathymetry
and side-scan sonar collected from Siqueiros reveal that the transform system is
segmented into five fault strands separated by four ITSCs labeled A-D from west to east
(Figure 10) [Fornari et al., 1989]. The current, segmented geometry of Siqueiros
transform is thought to be the result of several discrete periods of counterclockwise
rotation in the spreading direction (- 4-8') over the past 3 m.y. [Pockalny et al., 1997].
Residual mantle Bouguer gravity anomalies (RMBA) calculated along the
Siqueiros transform fault system suggest a mass deficit within the transform fault domain
[Gregg et al., 2007]. Assuming that the entire gravity anomaly is due to crustal thickness
variations the RMBA data indicate excess crustal thickness (as compared to a reference
crust of 6 km) of up to 1.5 km associated with bathymetric high associated with ITSC D
(Figure 2c). Excess crust is also associated with ITSCs B and C along the central portion
of the transform fault, and in the inactive fracture zones on either side of the Siqueiros
transform system [Gregg et al., 2007]. Gravity analysis did not reveal excess crust at
ITSC A.
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Figure 10: Shaded bathymetry for the Siqueiros Transform showing the locations of rock
dredge and Alvin dive samples (colored symbols) collected along the transform fault
[Hays, 2003]. The solid black line indicates the plate boundary, while the letters denote
individual ITSCs.
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We incorporate the geometry of Siqueiros transform system into a 3-D model to
evaluate melting and melt migration beneath the fault zone. ITSCs A-D range in length
from 10 km at ITSC A to < 5 km at ITSC D. Due to the obliquity of the ITSCs within the
transform fault and the computational difficulty of the exact geometry, the orientations of
each of the ITSCs have been squared off so that they are orthogonal to the transform fault
strands and parallel to the adjacent ridge segments (Figure 11).
4.2 Crustal Thickness Predictions at Siqueiros
Model-predicted crustal thickness variations at the Siqueiros fault system are
strongly dependent on mantle rheology (Figure 1 la and b). The constant viscosity
rheology predicts a cooler mantle beneath the transform system and, subsequently, lower
extents of melting compared to the visco-plastic rheology (Figure 1 la). Along the
western portion of Siqueiros, the predicted crustal thickness variations due to the wide
melt pooling (Model 1) match the gravity-derived crustal thicknesses calculated for
ITSCs A and B (Figure I1 c). However, the predicted crustal thickness diminishes to the
east and does not match the observed gravity-derived crustal thicknesses at ITSCs C and
D. Similar to the single ITSC models, segmentation geometry plays an important role in
how the melt migrates into the transform fault. At ITSC A, the effect of the western
ridge-transform intersection (RTI) results in a local minimum in the top of the melting
region that is offset to the north of ITSC A. While we assume that these melts would be
distributed along ITSC A, the offset suggests that this would not be a steady-state
geometry. Because of the proximity of ITSC D to the eastern RTI and its relatively short
length (- 5km), ITSC D does not induce a local minimum in the top of the melting
region. Therefore, melt produced near ITSC D is predicted to migrate to the eastern RTI
and, thus, will not contribute to crustal accretion at ITSC D (Figure 11 c).
The key difference between the visco-plastic and constant viscosity models is that
the visco-plastic rheology predicts a warmer shallow mantle beneath the transform fault
domain and higher overall extents of melting. The warmer temperature structure causes
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Figure 11: Results from the Siqueiros Transform melting models. (a) Depth to the top
of melting calculated for a ridge-transform-ridge system with the geometry of Siqueiros
and a constant viscosity rheology. Arrows indicate the local spatial derivative of the melt
surface that is assumed to be the melt migration direction. Red solid line indicates wide
melt pooling regions (Model 1). Blue solid lines indicate the narrow melt pooling
regions (Model 2), which assumes that melt does not migrate across the transform fault.
(b) The depth to the top of the melt surface for the visco-plastic rheology case. (c)
Calculated and estimated crustal thickness values for the constant viscosity model. T, =
1350 0 C and Nu = 4. Gray bars show the gravity-derived crustal thicknesses at the
Siqueiros transform fault from Gregg et al. [2007]. Red bars indicate the predicted
crustal thickness for the wide pooling region model. Blue bars indicate the predicted
crustal thicknesses for the narrow pooling region model. Note that no crustal accretion is
predicted at spreading center D, as it is not a local minimum in the melt surface. (d)
Crustal thickness predictions for the visco-plastic rheology model. Tp = 13250 C and Nu
= 4. Note that this model does a much better job of predicting the crustal thicknesses as
observed from the gravity calculations. Crustal thickness predictions for Tp = 1350 0 C are
indicated by the dotted lines.
each ITSC to produce a local minimum in the top of the melting region and therefore
enhances crustal accretion at each ITSC (Figure 1 lb). For T, = 1325 0 C the predicted
crustal thickness for the wide pooling model (Model 1) generates a good fit to the
gravity-derived crustal thickness data at all 4 ITSCs. Varying Tp from 1325 0 C to 1350 0 C
(dotted bars in Figure l ld) results in predicted crustal thickness values that are
approximately the same as those derived from gravity at ITSCs A, B, and C, but over-
predicts the crustal thickness produced at ITSC D. Finally, the crustal thickness values
predicted using narrow melt pooling (Model 2) for both the constant and visco-plastic
rheologies are significantly smaller than those derived from the RMBA data, indicating
that a wide melt pooling region is necessary to produce the crustal thickness variations
calculated from the gravity anomaly.
4.3 Geochemical Predictions at Siqueiros
We utilize major element analyses of the glassy chill margins from fresh basalts
collected via dredge and Alvin dive along the Siqueiros fault system (Figure 10) [Perfit et
al., 1996; Hays, 2004]. Using the isobaric fractional crystallization model of Yang et al.
[1996], the predicted liquid lines of descent (LLD) are compared to the observed major
element composition of the Siqueiros transform lavas. Fractional crystallization pressure
is fixed by the depth where melting ceases (solid lines in Figures 12 and 13) or at 0.2
kbars for the average seafloor depth (dashed lines in Figures 12 and 13).
In general, the visco-plastic rheology with wide pooling and Tp = 1350 0 C does the
best job of fitting the majority of the data (Figures 12 and 13). Both the constant and
visco-plastic rheology models compare favorably to the observed FeO composition and
there is very little difference between the wide and narrow pooling models. The warmer
temperatures resulting from the visco-plastic rheology model produce lower FeO
implying lower pressures of mantle melting compared to the constant viscosity rheology
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Figure 12. Liquid lines of decent (LLD) model calculations of FeO vs. MgO. Colored
LLD. in each panel correspond to the color of the data point for each ITSC or transform
fault strand as shown in the legend on the lower right and in Figure 10. Solid LLD lines
indicate fractional crystallization at the top of the melt surface, which ranges in depth
from 18-24 km (6-8 kbars) for constant viscosity and 9-15.5 km (3-5 kbars) for visco-
plastic rheology, while dashed LLD lines indicate fractional crystallization at 0.2 kbar
which would be expected for fractional crystallization in a shallow magma lens. All
models were run for Tp = 1350 0C and Nu = 4. The gray shaded regions indicate the
predicted model region for Tp = 13250C. Models were run for (a) constant viscosity
rheology and (b) variable rheology models and for a wide melt pooling region (top
panels) and a narrow melt pooling region (bottom panels).
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Figure 13. Liquid lines of decent (LLD) model calculations of Na20O vs. MgO. Colored
LLD in each panel correspond to color of the data point for each ITSC or transform fault
strand as shown in the legend on the lower right and in Figure 10. Solid LLD lines
indicate fractional crystallization at the top of the melt surface, which ranges in depth
from 18-24 km (6-8 kbars) for constant viscosity and 9-15.5 km (3-5 kbars) for visco-
plastic rheology, while dashed LLD lines indicate fractional crystallization at 0.2 kbar
which would be expected for fractional crystallization in a shallow magma lens. All
models were run for Tp = 1350 0 C and Nu = 4. The gray shaded regions indicate the
model region for Tp = 13250 C. Models were run for (a) constant viscosity and (b) visco-
plastic rheology models for a wide melt pooling region (top panels) and a narrow melt
pooling region (bottom panels).
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(Figures 12a, b). Fractional crystallization at the depth of melt termination, 18-20 km
and 9-15.5 km for the constant and visco-plastic rheologies respectively (solid LLD in
Figures 12 and 13), fits the data much better than fractional crystallization at shallower
depths (dashed LLD in Figures 12 and 13). The discrepancy between the Siqueiros FeO
data and the visco-plastic rheology predicted LLD may indicate that crystallization is
polybaric and a mixture of melts fractionally crystallized at various depths (Figure 12b).
Incorporating a lower Tp of 1325 0 C results in shallower melting with lower FeO and
higher Na20 predictions that do not agree as well with the Siqueiros data for either
mantle rheology. The constant viscosity model under-predicts the extent of melting, i.e.,
Na20 values that are too high, for both wide and narrow pooling (Figure 13a). This is
consistent with the under-prediction of crustal thickness using the constant viscosity
model.
The predicted trends in Fe8.o and Na8.o for the Siqueiros transform system are very
similar to those predicted by the generic ridge-transform-ridge models (Figures 9a, b).
As the ITSCs decrease in length from west to east along the Siqueiros transform fault, the
visco-plastic rheology predicts little to no variation in the Fe 8.o and Na8.o (Figure 14b).
On the contrary, the constant viscosity rheology predicts that both Fe8.o and Na8.o will
increase indicating that the extent of melting decreases and the depth of melting
increases. The observed range in Nas.o (shown by the error bars in Figure 14) appears to
increase slightly along the transform fault in agreement with the model predictions, but
Fe 8.o decreases slightly from west to east along the transform fault system. Both
rheological models intersect the range of Fe8.0 and Na8.o observed at all of the ITSCs and
fault strand AB, but do not do a very good job of predicting the values observed at fault
strand BC.
5. DIscussION
5.1 Factors controlling crustal thickness variations
Melt migration beneath mid-ocean ridge spreading centers is poorly constrained.
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Figure 14: Fe8.o and Nas.o predictions for each of the ITSCs and their connecting fault
segments at the Siqueiros Transform. Mean data values are indicated by solid dots
[Hays, 2004], while error bars indicate the total spread observed in the data. Dark gray
boxes indicate predictions for a wide melt pooling region and fractional crystallization
from 0.2 kbar to the top of the melting region (-6-8 kbar for constant viscosity and 3-5
kbar for visco-plastic rheology). Light gray shaded boxes indicate the predictions for a
narrow melt pooling region and fractional crystallization from 0.2 kbar to the top of the
melting region (-6-8 kbar for constant viscosity and 3-5 kbar for visco-plastic rheology).
Open boxes show the predictions for melts migrated to the transform fault strands AB
and BC.
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In 2-D ridge models, the predicted crustal thickness variations are sensitive to Wpoo, and
T,. For example, for Uo = 50 mm/yr, Wpoot = 75 km, and Tp = 1350 0C, the KG92 melt
model predicts a crustal thickness of 6-7 km, while the K03 and RJ81 melting models
predict thicker crust on the order of 8-10 km. Therefore, to match the crustal thickness
variations observed at the EPR 9*N segment, the RJ81 and K03 models require the
migration of melt over shorter distances to the ridge axis or lower values for Tp.
A similar relationship is observed in 3-D at ITSCs within a transform fault
system. Previous studies have assumed that melts extruded at ITSCs came from directly
below the transform fault domain or from the nearby ridge axis, and have discussed the
possibility that melts may be drawn in across the transform fault from large regions of the
surrounding mantle [Fornari et al., 1989; Hekinian et al., 1992; Hekinian et al., 1995;
Perfit et al., 1996; Wendt et al., 1999]. If we assume that the negative RMBA observed
along the Siqueiros fault system is due to crustal thickness variations, melts must
somehow focus into the transform fault from large regions of the mantle. The wide melt
pooling model for the Siqueiros transform predicts that melts must travel, on average,
-40 km to reach an ITSC. This is approximately half the distance that was required for
melts to migrate (75 km) in order to match the EPR 90N data in our 2-D melting models.
However, since there are fresh lava flows observed along the fault strands separating the
ITSCs, it is clear that some of the melt does not make it to the spreading segments [Perfit
et al., 1996]. Overall, we conclude that to generate enhanced crustal thickness within
fast-slipping transform systems, melt must migrate into the transform domain from a
wide region of underlying mantle.
RMBA derived crustal thickness variations [Gregg, et al., 2007] at the Garrett
transform fault also suggest that melt must come from a wide region of the mantle.
However, the melt generated in the mantle surrounding the Garrett transform does not
appear to migrate directly into the transform fault and aggregate at the ITSCs. The
Garrett transform is - 130 km-long with three ITSCs containing four ridges - 9 km-long
that lie in between four fault strands [Hekinian et al., 1992]. Peridotites collected from
the Garrett transform are very depleted, indicating high degrees of melting in the mantle
regions surrounding the fault system [Niu and Hekinian, 1997a; Niu and Hekinian,
1997b; Constantin, 1999]. However, the majority of the excess crust observed at the
Garrett system is associated with the flanking topography correlating to the transform
fault and fracture zones and not with the ITSCs within the transform domain. The Garrett
ITSCs appear to correspond to regions of modest crustal thicknesses equal to or less than
the adjacent ridge segments [Gregg et al., 2007]. These observations suggest that the
melts pooled from a wide mantle region surrounding the Garrett system are extruded on
the flanks of the transform fault where more permeable pathways may have been
produced by brittle deformation.
5.2 The Siqueiros Transform Effect on Mantle Melting
The geochemical transform fault effect suggests that the cooler mantle region
surrounding the transform fault system will promote deeper and lower extents of melting
[Bender et al., 1978; Bender et al., 1984; Langmuir and Bender, 1984; Langmuir et al.,
1986; Reynolds et al., 1992; Reynolds and Langmuir, 1997]. However, previous studies
have illustrated considerable overlap in the observed composition of lavas collected along
the EPR 90 N segment and the Siqueiros transform fault system [Perfit et al., 1996; Hays,
2004] and only modest along-segment variation in the composition of lavas from the 9°N
ridge segment approaching the Siqueiros transform fault [Langmuir et al., 1986].
Furthermore, the investigation of U-series disequilibria in basalts collected at the
Siqueiros transform fault suggests that the upwelling and melting rates beneath the
transform fault are very similar to those observed in samples from 9030' N on the EPR
[Lundstrom et al., 1999].
The incorporation of the visco-plastic mantle rheology into the thermal models for
a transform fault creates a warmer thermal structure beneath the transform fault domain.
This viscosity effect coupled with a segmented transform fault geometry results in
melting processes at ITSCs that mimic the processes occurring at nearby ridge segments,
and predicts extents of melting and lava composition at the ITSCs that are comparable to
those observed at a steady-state ridge segment. Therefore, not only does the visco-plastic
rheology model match the geophysical and geochemical observations at Siqueiros, this
rheology does a very good job of explaining why the ITSCs of Siqueiros are producing
EPR-like lavas.
5.3 High-pressure Fractional Crystallization
While high pressure fractional crystallization has been proposed by Michael and
Cornell [1998] to explain compositional variability at slow-spreading ridges with low
magma flux, Langmuir et al. [1992] maintain that there are many problems associated
with this mechanism. The primary argument of Langmuir et al. [1992] is that in a ridge
setting the lithosphere must be sufficiently thick to shut melting off at depth and that
high-pressure crystallization must be consistent with melting processes. By combining
fractional melting and crystallization models with mantle thermal models we are able to
quantify both the termination of melting and the onset of crystallization. At the 90N
segment of the EPR our predicted fractional crystallization depth range of - 0-3 km (0.2-
1.0 kbar) matches major element composition observations [Batiza and Niu, 1992] and
crustal thickness variations [Canales et al., 2003], as well as previous estimations for
shallow crystallization beneath the EPR ridge axis [e.g., Michael and Cornell, 1998]. On
the other hand, we find that models of fractional crystallization at much greater depths,
9-18 km (3-6 kbars), fit the observed variations in composition at the Siqueiros
transform fault ITSCs [Perfit et al., 1996; Hays, 2004]. In fact, models of shallow
crystallization do a very poor job of predicting the observed major element variations at
the Siqueiros transform fault. Specifically, if shallow-level fractional crystallization were
occurring we would expect the observed compositions to fall upon the 0.2 kbar line in
Figures 12 and 13. Since our models take into account the full melting process and
begin crystallization at depths above melt termination, they are self-consistent given the
physical constraints of melting and crystallization processes.
5.4 Melt Extraction at Siqueiros Transform Fault
The observed major and trace element data from the Siqueiros transform system
vary widely from enriched mid-ocean ridge basalt (EMORB) to depleted mid-ocean ridge
basalt (DMORB). However, lavas from a single tectonic region within Siqueiros are
relatively homogenous (e.g., Figure 13) [Perfit et al., 1996; Hays et al., 2004]. These
findings have led previous researchers to suggest that there are multiple mantle sources
beneath the transform fault and that each ITSC and fault strand is independent of its
neighbor and taps a different melt lens and/or mantle supply [Fornari et al., 1989; Perfit
et al., 1996; Hays, 2004]. Fornari et al. [1989] proposed that the variations in the
observed lava chemistry result from melt accumulation at different depths due to the
complex thermal structure of Siqueiros. The range of normal MORB compositions found
in the lavas collected from the ITSCs suggest the existence of a frequently replenished
melt lens beneath each ITSC [Perfit et al., 1996]. Perfit et al. [1996] further suggested
that the primitive lavas collected from fault strand AB might be the result of tapping into
the unmixed, undifferentiated lower levels of a magma chamber, possibly from one of the
adjacent ITSCs. All of these previous studies suggest that the three-dimensional
magmatic regime beneath Siqueiros is convoluted, and are unclear as to how each ITSC
is supplied from the mantle.
Until now, the process of melt feeding into the transform fault domain has been
thought of as fairly two-dimensional in that the supply of melt must either come from
directly below the transform fault or from the nearby ridge axis. Our 3-D thermal and
melt models for Siqueiros indicate that melt present in the mantle regions flanking the
transform fault should also supply the ITSCs. By using classic melt migration techniques
[e.g., Sparks and Parmentier, 1990] that pool melts from a large region of the mantle and
fractionally crystallizing them at the depth of melt termination, we can reproduce the
same range of major element lava composition that is observed (Figures 12b, and 13b).
The results of our models indicate that melts extracted at Siqueiros are aggregated from a
wide region of the mantle and experience fractional crystallization at depths raging from
- 9-18 km. This suggests that the variations in the geochemisty of lavas from Siqueiros
transform fault can be explained by the complexities of migrating melt into the transform
fault, and do not require (nor preclude) multiple sources beneath Siqueiros.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Our investigation of melt extraction at segmented oceanic transform faults
illustrates that melt migration into the transform fault domain is a fully three-dimensional
process that incorporates melts from a wide region of the mantle surrounding the
transform fault. Assuming that melt is migrated into the transform fault domain from a
large mantle region, we find that crustal production is enhanced at ITSCs by 2.5 km for
models incorporating an isoviscous rheology and up to 3-6.5 km for visco-plastic
rheology models. These model predictions may explain the systematic excess crustal
thickness observed at intermediate and fast-slipping transform faults [Gregg et al., 2007].
Specifically, to match the gravity-derived crustal thickness variations observed within the
Siqueiros transform fault (> 1.5 km), melt must aggregate from a wide pooling area.
Finally, utilizing a visco-plastic rheology, with Tp = 13500C, in conjunction with the
fractional melting model of Kinzler and Grove [1992a, b; 1993] and the fractional
crystallization model of Yang et al. [1996], we demonstrate that the observed variations
in major element composition from the Siqueiros transform fault can be explained by
pooling melts from a wide region of the mantle and fractionally crystallizing them at the
depth of melt termination, - 9-18 km.
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9. TABLES
Table 1. Model parameters
Smoothing coefficient for hydrothermal cooling equation
Specific heat capacity, J kg-' OK-1
Reference maximum viscosity, Pa s
Thermal diffusivity, m2 s-1
Reference thermal conductivity, W m-1 OK''
Latent heat of melting, J kg-'
Transform fault length, km
Intra-transform spreading center length, km
Nusselt number
Activation energy, J molf'
Reference mantle density, kg m"3
Universal gas constant, J mol'- OKý'
Temperature at the surface of the thermal model, oC
Maximum temperature of hydrothermal fluid circulation, 'C
Mantle potential temperature used in melt models, 'C
Imposed spreading half-rate, mm yr"1
Horizontal length-scale for melt migration, km
Maximum depth ofhydrothermal fluid circulation, km
Table 2. Variables
Initial oxide concentration
Concentration of oxide, i, in the melt
Bulk partition coefficient of oxide, i, in the initial solid
Change in crustal thickness, km
Second invariant of the strain rate tensor, s"
Melt fraction, %
Maximum melt fraction, %
Brittle strength viscosity, Pa s
Temperature dependent viscosity, Pa s
Total viscosity, Pa s
Effective thermal conductivity, W m-1 OKI
Pressure of melting, kbars
Lithostatic pressure, Pa
Hydrostatic pressure, Pa
Bulk partition coefficient of oxide, i, in the melt
Maximum shear stress, Pa
Temperature, OC
Solidus temperature, oC
Velocity field
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Parameter
A
CP
7lo
k
ko
L
LT
Lirsc
Nu
Q
p
R
Tcma
T,,
Uo
Wpool
Zmax
Value
0.75
1.25 x 103
1023
10"6
3
400
100
5 - 25
1-8
250 x 10'
3300
8.3114
0
600
1300- 1400
50
75 - 200
6
Variable
Co
Ci'm
Di,,
Ate
F
Fmax
77byr
rltd
k
P
Pr
Pw
Pi,m
S
T
u
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APPENDIX: Seismicity characteristics of the equatorial East Pacific Rise and
its offsets
ABSTRACT
We utilize hydroacoustic data collected from May 1996 to November 2001 by
NOAA/PMEL's Equatorial Pacific autonomous underwater hydrophone (AUH) array to
investigate the first order spatial and temporal variability of seismicity of the equatorial
Pacific within the array and in particular, the East Pacific Rise (EPR). Our statistical
analyses reveal strong evidence of seismic clustering along the EPR. The majority of
earthquakes are clustered in seismic swarms in which individual events occurred within a
few km and minutes or hours of each other. We examine the seismicity and segmentation
characteristics of eight transform fault systems in our study area: Clipperton, Siqueiros,
Quebrada, Discovery, Gofar, Yaquina, Wilkes, and Garrett transform faults. While the
seismic moment release recorded in the CMT catalog over the past 30 years increases
with increasing brittle area for each transform fault, the number of recorded AUH events
does not appear to be correlated to brittle area. On the other hand, with the exception of
Clipperton transform fault and the G3 segment of Gofar transform, the number of
recorded AUH events increase with increasing transform segment length. More than
90% of the seismicity recorded on the ridge axis is associated with overlapping spreading
centers (OSC). While many of these events can be attributed to tectonic activity on the
OSC, there is also evidence for magmatically induced seismicity.
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TABLES
Table 1. First-order ridge segmentation within the study area
South end
Lon 0W
-103.562
-104.208
-102.15
-102.6
-104.644
-106.85
-108.12
-111.35
Length, km
284.4
177
630.4
542.5
45.6
173
266.7
522.9
No. of seismic
events
AUH CMT
8 0
49 0
175 0
142 2
18 0
151 0
59 0
21 0
Table 2. Transform fault characteristics
Length
L
Transform km
Clipperton
Siqueiros
Quebrada
Discovery
Gofar
Yaquina
Wilkes
Garrett
DeMets [1990]
Full slip-
rate
V'
mm/vr
105.3
111.9
137.4
137.9
138.8
141.4
145
Brittle
area
A**
km
2
326
709.5
450.75
196.7
905.2
152
555
No.
AUH
events
129
1356
1024
586
971
268
1505
No. AUH
events/
A
km-2
0.40
1.91
2.27
2.98
1.07
1.76
2.71
130 149.8 488 171 0.35
No. AUH
events/
L
km'-
1.43
9.69
8.53
8.37
5.11
4.47
8.62
1.32
Segment
No. of brittle area
Segments As
km 2
1 326
5 277.2
4 163.3
2 121.4
3 460.9
2 51.3
3 364.9
179.6
The total brittle area of the transform fault is the area above the 600°C isotherm determined by a half-
space cooling model for the given total transform fault length (L) and spreading rate (V).
Segmented brittle area is the sum of the areas above the 600*C isotherm determined by a half-space
cooling model for each segment of a transform fault (As given in Table 2).
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North end
Segment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Lat 'N
12.5
10.04
8.3
1.167
-4.088
-4.565
-6.28
-8.95
Lon 0W
-104.4
-104.33
-102.88
-102.15
-104.522
-106.323
-107.49
-109.775
Lat ON
10.433
8.45
2.667
-3.7
-4.481
-6.12
-8.6
-13.4
---
'
Table 3. Transform fault segmentation characteristics
Brittle No. No. AUH
Segment Length area AUH events/
name Ls As events As ITSC LITSC
km km2  km -2  km
Siqueiros Transform
Si1 33 64.5 216 3.35 SA 18
S2 42 98.6 418 4.24 SB 8
S3 24 38 201 5.29 SC 5
S4 23 36.5 237 6.49 SD 5
S5 25 39.6 284 7.17
Quebrada Transform
Q1 40 79 152 1.92 QA 7
Q2 24 34.4 231 6.72 QB 9
Q3 22 25.9 175 6.76 QC 10
Q4 20 24 466 19.42
Discovery Transform
D1 30 50 340 6.80 DA 6
D2 37 71.4 243 3.40
Gofar Transform
G1 49 112 358 3.20 GA 11
G2 35 63.4 226 3.56 GB 20
G3 89 285.5 380 1.33
Yaquina Transform
Y1 OSC 40
Y2 31 51.3 228 4.44
Wilkes Transform
WN Nannoplate 1435
Wi 66 34.8 395 11.35 WA 10
W2 70 236.3 1110 4.70
Garrett Transform
G1 18 18.3 61 3.33 GA 17
G2 34 59.6 144 2.42 GB 15
G3 22 25.9 157 6.06 GC 15
G4 40 75.8 106 1.40
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Table 4. OSC characteristics
Offset Offset Overlap
direction distance (km) distance (km)
right
right
right
right
right
left
left
left
right
right
right
right
Lonsdale
2
8
5*
13*
5*
27*
15*
6*
OscSC
9.0°N
7.2°N
5.50N
4.90N
3.40N
1.0°N
1.20S
2.80 S
5.50S
7.20S
9.6 0S
10.9 0S
* Data from
AUH CMT
# #
0 0
20 0
9 0
1 0
69 0
- 0
8
65
129
2
2
6
Table 5. Teleseismic and hydroacoustic events
RegKion Mw S L (dB;
Squeros
S queiros
S.quelros
S queiros
G;alpagos
2 SSO)SC
2 5SOSC
D scc•very
D sccvery
D Scovery
D-scovery
Garrett
Garrett
Gofa-
Goar
Gofa r
Gofar
Goar
VIkes
Vlkes
W.tkues
Yaq u.n raa u nI, r'
237 22
238 75
234 80
244 59
240 90
203 52
5 4 231 84
207 04
236 76
236 88
224 35
249 68
236 93
236 42
237 75
233 65
235 64
237 84
23691
229 67
235 61
235 21
238 17
237 67
206 47
236 23
235 82
CMT Event
Year Jday Time Lat Lon
Northern EPR
1998 130 6 35 51 8 93 -103 56
1998 131 1 34 40 8 82 .-03 30
2000 225 14 13 15 8 87 -103 76
2001 116 1859 56 859 -10. 33
2001 116 20 39 02 861 -103 34
2001 141 1643 15 267 -95 13
Southern EPR
1998
2001
1996
1996
1998
200 1
2001
1999
2001
1997
1997
1997
1999
2000
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Figure 1. Location Map of the equatorial EPR showing the location of the NOAA/PMEL
Equatorial Pacific hydrophone array and major tectonic features. The locations of the
seven hydrophones are marked by white stars. White circles indicate the location of
seismic events recorded by the AUH catalog from May 1996 to November 2001.
Overlapping spreading center (OSC) locations are marked by white arrows (seismically
active) and black arrows (no seismicity). Inset: Location of the study area. Dashed black
lines and numbers illustrate the first-order segmentation of the EPR within the study area
(Table 1).
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Figure 2. The Clipperton and Siqueiros transform systems. Plate boundary is delineated
by the white line. Insert: The segmentation of the Siqueiros transform is shown as five
fault segments, S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, and four ITSCs, SA, SB, SC, SD, (data from
Fornari et al. [1989]). White circles indicate location of AUH recorded seismicity.
Error bars are given by the NOAA/PMEL source location error. CMT focal mechanisms
are shown in red. Relocation to AUH-recorded event is shown by red stars.
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Figure 3. The Quebrada, Discovery, and Gofar transform fault systems. Plate boundary
is delineated by the white line, and the geometry of the segmented systems (shown in the
inset) is labeled from north to south from the plate boundary data given by Searle [1983].
White circles indicate location of AUH-recorded seismicity. Error bars are given by the
NOAA/PMEL source location error. CMT focal mechanisms are shown in red.
Relocation to AUH-recorded event is shown by red stars.
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Figure 4. The Yaquina transform fault system. Plate boundary is delineated by the
whilte line. The hybrid transform fault geometry (shown at the right panel) is from the
plate boundary given by Lonsdale [1989]. White circles indicate location of AUH-
recorded seismicity. Error bars are given by the NOAA/PMEL source location error.
CMT focal mechanisms are shown in red. Relocation to AUH-recorded event is shown
by red stars.
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Figure 5. The Wilkes transform fault system. Plate boundary is delineated by the white
line, and the geometry of the segmented systems (shown in the inset) is from the plate
boundary data given by Goff et al. [1993]. White circles indicate location of AUH-
recorded seismicity. Error bars are given by the NOAA/PMEL source location error.
CMT focal mechanisms are shown in red. Relocation to AUH-recorded event is shown
by red stars. White boxes indicate the regions shown in Figures 15 and 16.
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Figure 6. The Garrett transform fault system. Plate boundary is delineated by the solid
white line, and the geometry of the segmented systems (shown in the inset) is labeled
from north to south [Hekenian et al., 1992]. White circles indicate location of AUH-
recorded seismicity. Error bars are given by the NOAA/PMEL source location error.
Events recorded in the CMT catalog with CMT source locations are given by the focal
mechanisms. Relocation to AUH recorded event is shown by red stars.
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Figure 7. Northern OSCs. Plate boundary is delineated by the white solid line. In panel
(b) dashed white line indicates the estimated plate boundary of Lonsdale [1985] based on
off-axis segmentation. White circles indicate location of AUH-recorded seismicity, and
blue circles indicate source levels large enough to be recorded in the REB catalog. Error
bars are given by the NOAA/PMEL source location error. Black arrows indicate the
direction of ridge propagation.
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Figure 8. Southern OSCs. Plate boundary is delineated by the white solid line. White
circles indicate location of AUH-recorded seismicity, and blue circles indicate source
levels large enough to be recorded in the REB catalog. Error bars are given by the
NOAA/PMEL source location error. Black arrows indicate the direction of ridge
propagation. CMT focal mechanisms are shown in red. Relocation to AUH-recorded
event is shown by red stars.
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Figure 9. Temporal and spatial statistics of the T-phase catalog of AUH events. (a)
Inter-event times of AUH events within our study region: Small inter-event times indicate
earthquakes occurring closely spaced in time. Large inter-event times indicate a slower
seismicity rate. The coefficient of variation (Cv) describes the tendency for earthquakes
in our study area to cluster temporally. Cv is defined as the standard deviation of the
inter-event times divided by the mean inter-event time. Values for Cv are 0 for a periodic
data set, 1 for Poissonian (random), and > 1 for clustered processes [Kegan and Jackson,
1991]. (b) Inter-event distances of AUH events within our study region. Inter-event
distances are grouped in bins of 100 km. Approximately 55% of recorded earthquakes
occur within 0-100 km of each other. (inset) Inter-event distances grouped in bins of 10
km. This graph is zoomed in to the events occurring within distances of 250 km of each
other to illustrate the large portion of events (nearly 1/3) that occur within 10 km. Cv is
calculated to show the tendency of earthquakes to cluster spatially within our study area.
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Figure 10. The relationship between the brittle area of the transform fault, given by the
segmented brittle area in Table 2, with (a) total seismic moment released, Mo, as recorded
in the CTM catalog and (b) total number of recorded AUH events. Linear fit is shown by
solid lines, with the corresponding R2 fit values given.
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Figure 11. Number of recorded AUH events vs. transform fault segment length.(Table
3).
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Figure 12. Earthquakes recorded in the CMT for each transform fault from 1976-2006.
Event size is scaled based on CMT recorded magnitude (Mw).
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Figure 13. Recorded AUH events for each transform fault over the study period (1996-
2002) plotted as their projected along-transform location. Earthquakes are projected back
to the transform fault using Eulor pole location and great circle rotation for each
transform fault. ITSC location for each transform fault is indicated by the gray dashed
lines. CMT recorded events are given by red circles, scaled to their recorded magnitude.
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Figure 14. Time distribution of AUH events on each of the transform faults shown by 1
month bins. (Still nee to add CMT events and increase y-axis)
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Figure 15. OSC latitude vs. the timing of all recorded AUH events at each OSC to show
rate and migration of seismicity. Black arrows indicate the propagation direction for each
OSC. Insets in (c) and (f) are blowups of particular event sequences x and y,
respectively, illustrating migration of earthquakes.
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Figure 16. Two earthquake sequences recorded on the Wilkes nannoplate boundary: (b)
and (c), December 6-10, 1998; and (d) and (e), Mayl7-26, 1999. Plate boundary is
indicated by the solid white line (a, b, and d) and solid black line (c and e). Dashed white
line (a, b, and d) and dashed black line (c and e) marks the location of the Wilkes
nannoplate as discussed in Goff et al. [1993]. Earthquake locations are given by dots in
panels (b) and (d) with location errors shown. Panels (c) and (e) illustrate the time
progression of each earthquake sequence.
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Figure 17. The June 1-5, 20001 seismicity sequence along the W2 segment of the
Wilkes transform fault system. Plate boundary is indicated by the solid white line (a and
b) and solid black line (c). (b) Earthquake locations, dots, with location errors shown.
(c) Time progression of the earthquake sequence.
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